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GENERAL AGREEMENT ONTARIFFS AND TRADE RESTRICTEDIC/SR.303May1957Limited
Intersessional Committee

SUMMARY.RECORD OF THE MEE

Held at the Palais des Nations, Gone
24-27 April 1957

Chairman: Sir Claude COREA (Ceylon)

Subjectsdiscussed1. Representation
2. Adoptionof Agenda

3. Pans for a Euroxpean Customs Union
Free-Trade Area
(a) EuropeanEconomic Community

(b)Free-Trade Are

1.Representation

The CHAIRMAN remarked that a larger number ofthe contracting parties
non-members of the Committee were represented at the meeting by observers
than at any other meeting of the Committee. He informed Committee that
the Governments of Czechoslovakia, Dominican Republc, Japan, New Zealand
and South Africahad indicated that they wished to be co-optedas members
of the Committee for the meeting and pointed out that it was provided in the
intersessional procedures that when the Oommttee dealt with matters requiring
intersessional actionit would co-opt as full members any contractingparties
claiming aninterest and which wished to be represented. The Chairmanenquired
if any other governments wished to be co-opted Committes. Requests were
made by the representatives of the Austrie, Cuba,
Luxemurg and the Kingdom of the Netherlands. Accordin these tencontractin
parbies wereco-opted asfull members of the Committee.

The Chairman than informedthe Comittee that the Governments
Potugal,Switzerland and Yugoslaviahadsent obsserversto the meoting under
Rules 8 and 9 of theProcedures oftheCONTRACTING

agreed to admit asanobserver tothe meeting theGovernmentofthe new
AttherequestoftheUnitedKingdomrepresentativetheCommitte
previously being applied bythe

indepsndent State of Ghana to whose territorythe Goec
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2.AdoptionoftheAgenda

The CHAIRMAN introduced the Agenda an distributed in IC/W/61 for

The Agenda was adopted.
3. Flans for a European Customs Union and Free-Trade Area

(a) Buropean Economic Commmity

(b) Free-Trade Area

The CHAIRMAN said that the principal subject on the agenda was the
procedure to be followed with respect to the consideration by the CONTRACTING
PARTIES under Article XXIVof the Treaty establishing a common market of
six European countries, He thought it useful to recapitulate the steps which
led up to the meting. In the course or the discussion of the common market
at the Eleventh Session an assurance had been given "on behalf of the six
European countries at present engaged in developing a plan for the common
market that they were prepared to submit for consideration by the CONTRACTING
PARTIES in accordance with paragraph 7(a) of Article XXIV any treaty concluded
after its signature and before its ratification." The CONTRACTING PARTIES had
instructed the Intersessional Committee to follow developments in this field.
In a circular letter to contracting parties of 17 December 1956, the Executive
Secretary had referred to the expectation that the treaty would be sigied -in
January and had suggested that a special session should be envisaged early in
March. That letter had been followed by GATT/AIR/106 of 20 February proposing
that since the signature in Tanuary had not taken place and was expected only
for mid-Maroh a special session be convened on 23 April and a preparatory meeting
of the Intersessional Committeein mid-March. Following the despatch of that
airgram a number of contracting partieshad approached the Executive Secretary
on the question who had then conducted a very extensive series of consultations
with a large number of contractingparties. In the meantime there had been
a further postponement of tho sipature of the treaty which in fact took place
on 25 March.

In view of the new delay it had not been possible to maintain the
original suggestion as to the timing of a special session. Moreover, the
ExecutiveSecretary's consultations had disclosed that there was no general
agreement amongst contracting parties as to the procedure to be followed,
As set out ni GATT/AIR/109,the Executive Secretarryand himself had, there
fore, decided to convene a meting of the Intersessioal Committee for the
express purpose of considering the procedures to be followed for the con-
sideration of the common market Treaty by the CONTRACTING PARTIES. That was
threfore the principalissue on the agenda. T-d7ever, course of the
consultations undertaken by theExecutive Secretary, some contractingparties
had indicated that if a special session was not hold at the time originally

envilaged, they hoped that it would he possible to have.some preliminary
discussion of theissue likely to be presented to the contractingperties
by the commonmarket proposal.To the CHAIRMANthisappeared to be a reasonable
requestand, indeed,an essential preliminary in order to coming a wisedecision
on the important question of procedure but it was clearly^premature to
attempt togo intothe proposal in detail,This meetingwouldgive contracting
parties an opportunity considered were
likely to arise when the definitive discussiol of the

PARTIES wouldtakeplace.
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Mr. KAWASAKI (Japan) appreciated very highly the efforts of the six
governments of the European Community to achieve economicintegration which
would contribute to the profperity of Europe and the furtheranceofworld
trade. He reoalled, that at the Eleventh Session the six contracting parties
had given assurances that they would submit the Treaty for consideration by
the CONTRACTINGPARTIESafterits signature and before its ratification.
Repeated delays in the sigature were no valid reason for further postponement
of a full discussion of the scheme. His delegation entertained apprehenions
with regard to certain aspects of the Treaty and wished that the safeguards
provided in the General Agreement wouldoperate and prevent the CONTRACTINGPARTIESfrombeingfacedbya fait accompli. TheJapanese Government would
insist that the procedure agreed upon at the EleventhSessionbe followed and
that special session be convened as early as possible and in anycase before
ratfication.At this meeting an opportunity ought to be givento express
preliminary views on the Treaty so that various points could be clarified.

The CHAIRMAN then welcomed Baron Snoy et d'Oppuers, Chairman ofthe
InterimCommitteefortheCommonMarket and Euratom,andromarked that the

Committee was privileged to have with it one of the principalarchitects of
the Treaty on the European Economic Community.

Baron SNOY (CHAIRMAN of the Interim Comittee for the CommonMarketand
Euratom), stated that while fulfilling the commitment to submit the Teaty
instituting the European Economic Commity to the CONTRACTING PARTIESaftar
its signature and before its ratification,the Governments of the member
countries were fully aware that this Instrument containing 248 articles and
numerous annexes might raise some difficulties because it was not accompanied
by any comments or explanations. The six member Government therefore intended
to distribute a memorandum setting out some of the more important aspects of
the Treaty, particularly in relation to. the provisions of the.General Agreement.
A frequent mistake committeed more particularly by the press was to focus
attention only on some points insteadof analyzing the Treaty as a whole. It
had to be considered as a new step toward European integration followingthe
establishment of the OEEC, the Benelx and theECSO. The Communitywould
reprsent further progress towards this final objective and accelerate the
growth of the European economy and thereby also the expansionofinternational
trade. Various studies bad brought out that the production and the interna
tional trade of certain countries which possess large markets increasemore
rapidly than those of smallercountries. The growh of the common marketwould
be suchas to contribute to increase International trade so that no fear nor
apprehension concerning the development of trade with third needbe
entained. The Treaty was therefore in with the objeotivees of the

GeneralAgreement.
TheTreaty aimed at the formation of a common market by the estublishment

of acustomsunionwhich involved the abolition of all barriersto trade,
customs duties as well asquantitative restriotions, wiich hamperedtrade
between the constituentcountries. Tje scheme further provided for the

settingupof a common external and the adoption ofig. oom,,r'i93
between theconstituent. The

setting up of a~o~p~~vs~4~ ~w wss1I.' the vw4 st*se.
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competition from being distorted Indeed, experience gainedin the forma-
tion of the Benelux had shown the necessity to co-ordinate social, fiscal and
wage policies. These fundamental modifications which economic unification
required could not take place without transition. Thecompletion of the.
common market was possible only after a transitional period of twelve years
that could be extended to ffifteen years and was composedof successive
stages.

As it could be foreseen that wisde would occur escape clauses had been
included in the Treaty which, however, did not provide for any autcmatic
solution of these difficulties. The numerous unforeseen problems which might
arise: would have to be remedied according to the circumstances. Itwas aliso
difficult to determine at presentwhat the commerial policy ofthe Commity
would be, how the escape clauses would function etc. During the discussions
preceding the signature at the treaty, it bad been found that certain problem
likely to cause heated argument at that time might not actually materialize
and that on the other hand unforeseen 1fficulties might arise later. Those
considerations helped to explain the evolutive and flexible features of the
Treaty. The drafters had therefore thought that a strong executive, the
Council of Ministers, taking decisions by a majority vote should be instructed
to find solutions to problems as they arose and to determine the foreign
policy of the community. That insitution would be assisted by a Commission
which would produce the reports and studies which the Council might deem
desirable. The policy of the Council would be inspired by circumetances
and dictated by preoccupation of general interest and by the exigencies of
international trade.

After having outlined these general features the Chairman of the
Interim Committee referred to some more particular points. The Treaty aimed
at establishing free movement of goods, services, capital and manpower and
contained as a corrolary the necessary complementary provisions to ensure the
formationof a complete Oconomic union. These complementarymeasure included
in particular the institution of an Investment Bank that would finance the
development of the less developed regions and the creation of a SocialFund
to facilitate the re-conversionof manpower that would be displaced andmade
avaiable by the working of the common market. ithout excepting agriculture,
from therules for the abolition quotas and tariffs the Treaty contained
provisionspemttin forortama products in this sectorof theeconomy the
famtics of anorganizedrather than a liberal common of

the Interiam Comittee then referred to the particular problem of the associa-
tionof overseas countries and territories. Some Member Governments had
deemed that they wouldnotbe in a positionto participate in the Community
if the countries and overseas territories with which they maintd special
relations were not associated. They considered that they could not disregard
the responsibilities which they had towardetotak towards regions and
prevent themfromsharing the prosperitywhichwould result fromthe institu
tionof the CornIh0s. Thesolutiontionof the ToJ i *;e;

three "Vesicediletfoobved b t"t
these eree he ApistW euiil*.Sab l&I the
andthe procroe4ur off Uessooisio, was valid forfiveyoaraand
in the lishtof the results achievedand onthe
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in the present Treaty. The six Member States would grant to the products of
those regions the same treatment as that applicable between them and as a
counterpart those countries and territories would suppress all discrimination
vis-à-visthe Member States while remaining frees however, to take commercial
and customs policy measures which met the needs of their economic development,
The Convention furthermore provided for the setting up of a Development Fund
to finance basic investments in these regions.

In conclusion, Baron Snoy stated that the European Community would
fundamentally modify the economic and industrial structure of the constituent
countries. The Treaty was sufficiently flexible not to conflict with other
intertonal Instruments to which the Six were also contracting parties, such
asfor example the General Agreement Furthimorre, the Txeaty had no artarkio
features. It was open, contained provisions to enable countries that were
ready to accept its rules and obligations to accede and provided formulas for
association. Accordingly, it was to be hoped that negotiations concerning the
establishment of a free-trade area would be successful and enable other
European countries to contribute to the formation of a wide market. The
CONTRACTING PARTIES must keep in mind that the great flexibility of the Treaty

would facilitate any negotiation with outside countries. Baron Snoy was
convinced that such negotiations which might inter alia take place in GATT
would be conducted with the desire to contribute to the development of world
trades

The CHAIRMAN thanked Baron Snoy for his clear and interesting statement
and said that it would facilitate the work of the Committee.

The CHAIRMAN recalled that the CONTRACTING PARTIES had instructed the
Intersessional Committee to follow the evolution of the proposed negotiations
for a free-trade area associating the other members of the OEEC witn the
common markets The Deputy Secrotary General of the OEEC would make a
statement on the present position of the negotiations on the free-trade areas

Mr. CAHAN(Deputy Secretary General of the OEEC) informed the Comaittee
that negotiations for a European Free-Trade Area were at present being under-
taken in Paris. Consequently, it would be difficult to give any detailed
statementof the plans at this stage without describing the position which
had been taken by various countries. He requested that he be excused by the
Committee, therefore, if he had to be deliberately vague on some points. He
referred to the statement he mada to the CONTRACTING PARTIESat their

Session when he had stated that a special Working Partywas studying
the feasibility of possible forms and methods of association betwoen the
proposed customs union and member countries of the OEEC not taking part. This
work had been completed on 5 February 1957 and the report had been circulated
to contracting parties (L/617). The two principal conclusions of this report
were that it was possible to set up a free-trado area which would include the
customs union of the Six and other member countries of the OESO and that
several of the more important problem of the free-trade area would have to be
solved on lines similar to those adopted in the customs union. The Council
of Ministers of the OEEC had met in Paris on 13 February 1957 and had decided
that negotiations for a European Free-Trade Area should be undertaken. For
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this purpose the Councl had set up throe Working Parties. The first
of these Working Parties was charged with examining the general problems
connected with the establishment of the free-trade area; the second was to
be concerned with special problems relating to agriculture, while the third
was to examine the position of certain members whose economies were less
developed in relation to the others, These negotiations began in March and
were proceeding satisfactorily; most members appeared anxious to arrive at
some solution for the creation of a free-trade area.

Mr. Cahan then went on to outline the nature of some of the problems
which had arisen in the negotiations. The first of these related to trade
problems or the arrangements necessary for the removal of tariffs or other barrier.
barriers to trade as between the members of the free-trade area. In this
case it was generally hoped to establish a system similar, if not identical,
to that adopted by the Six. This was desirable in the first instance to avoid
discrimination between the Six and the other members of the OEEC and secondly
in the hope of giving satisfaction to the contracting parties in that the
same method would apply for both systems. This objective of drawing up plans
in accordance with the GATT was a fundamental principle guiding the discussions.
In the tariff field there was one problem concerning the customs union which
did not arias with respect to the frce-trade area and that was the question
of a common external tariff and a common external policy. On the other hand,
however, the intention not to establish a common external tariff led to
problems peculiar to the free-trade area with respect to definition of origin.
In the customs union'. which had a common external tariffs goods imported into
any country of the Union would be subject to the same tariff liability.In the
free-trade area,however, goods imported from contrios outside the area might
be subjected to lower duties when imported into some countries of the area than
into others, yet,once imported into any momber country they could move freely
within the free-trade area. It would be necessary, therefore, to have a firm
definition of origin for the free-trade area. The Six had not specifically
addressed themselves to this problem although it could arise in the transitional
period for the customs union when some external tariffs were lower than
others.

Mr. Cahan stressed that the purpose of the free-trade area was to find
a means of associating the largest possible number of OEEC countries with the
EuropeanEconomic Community established by the Treaty signed at Rome. This
would prove most difficult with respect to agriculture since the Treaty set
up a "managed' common market for agricultural products. The negotiations for
the free-trade areas therefore, would have to take into account what could
be done to avoid discrimireation as between members of the free-trade area
and the customs union with respect to agricultural products. This particular
question was one of the most important being discussed at Paris, and as he had
stated, it was being considered by a Working Party specially set up for that
purpose, Another problem was the position of those member countries of the
OEECwhose economies were less advanced than others. Obviously such countries
could; a accept the obligation to remove protoctive tariffs at the same
rhythm industrialized or more advanced countries. This also was the
subject of consideration by a special Working Party in Paris.
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In addition to these specific problems there were a number of general
economic problems that rose from the fact that the Six have set out to
establish a Europeen Economic Commnity which went far beyond the mere removal
of tariff barriers. Since it was not the intention of the other OEEC countries
to proceed as far as that at this stage, the problem has arisen as to how
far the free-trade area members must go in establishing rules covering these
general economic problems. The Treaty, for example provides for the free
movement of capital and of individuals and rules for social charges and
benefits, unfair competition and the like; the question of whether such
provisions would in fact be necessary within the framework of a free-trade
area, either immediately, or at a later. stage, or the extent to which they
should be adopted, was now being discussed in Paris.

Mr. Cahan stated that while the Six had had to start practically from the
beginning, the OEECitself had been concerned with these and related problems
for many years and had developed a number of institutions for dealing with them.
Since the working of both the European Commuity and the free-trade area
would clearly depend on the efficacy of the institutions set up to administer
them and on a close coordination between these institutions, the OEEC was
was rontod with the problems of determikng how far its present institutions
could be adapted to meet these ends and what new institutions would need to
be created.

In conclusion he stated that although the negotiations in Paris were not
yet for advanced, he had endeavoured to draw attention to some of the problems
that were receiving attention, However, he did not want to give an impression
that there were wide divergencies of view within the OEEC between the Six and
the other members. He expected that a report would be forthcoming some time
during the summer and he expressed the hope than when this report was available
it would indicate that substantial progress had been made and that that progress
was not particularly undesirable from the point of view of the CONTRACTING
PARTIES.

The CHAIRMAN thanked Mr. Cahan for his statement and said that the
Committee was grateful to be informed on the problems and complications
which arose with respect to the free-trade area.

Mr. CORSE (United States) said that the Treaty creating the Euroe a
Economic Community was one of tho most important subjects ever to be considered
by the CONTRACTING PARTIES. The oreation of a large continental market. in
Europe, characterized by a high degree of competion and mobility of resources,
could contribute to the dynamic growth, prosperity and long-term.eoonomic health
of Europe. Such progress would permit that major trading area to play an
Increasingly active role in the elimination of trade barriers and the continuing
movement towards world-wide multilateral trade and convertibility of currencies,
It was those considerations which in part had motivated the support which the
United States had given to the movement for the economic integration of Western
Europe. His delegation believed that that movement was consistent with the
objectives of the General Agreement and the expansion multilateral world
trade and was convinced that in order to achieve its own objectives, the
proposed Common market must pursue that same goal goal Westorn Europe, one of
the world reat trading areas, bad a major stake in the preservation and
improvement of the world-wide trading system
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The OONTRCTINGPARTIES recognized the contribution which a genuine customs
union would make to world trade and that economic progress justified a deroga-
tion from Article I of the General Agreement. .Atthe same time there wore
certain established tests in Article XXIV by which to judge if a particular
set of arrangements were in fact likely to produce a genuine customs union,
One of our major purposes in considering the common market Treaty would be to
Judge if the proposed arrangement met these tests. In considering the relation-
ship of the Treaty to the GATT, however, it was important to avoid a narrow or
legalistic approach which, in the view of his delegation would serveneither
the particular interests of the Six and of the other contracting parties on the
one hand, nor tho commoninterest in the healthy functioning of the General
Agreement on the other. While the GATTreview would be directly concerned with
a decision on certain trade provisions of the Treaty, it would be helpful to
bear in mind that the Treaty involved a system which went far beyond a simple
customs union, a system which providod for a far-reaching merger of economic
interests and policy in a new entity - an economic community. The Six were

thus undertaking among themselves a complex series of Interrelated obligations
in the interest of greater economic progress and well-being. Furthermore, the
proposed union was unprecedented in its size and importance, with the result
that the potential repercussions for all the contracting parties were especially
great. In the process of review of the Treaty by the CONTRACTING PARTIES it
would be reasonable to consider its probable effect on the trade of contracting
parties in concrete and practical terms. We should seek in that way to assure
ourselves that the new commnnity would function in conformity with the General
Agreement, with scope where necessary for an adjustment of interests to the
benefit of the CONTRACTING PARTIES.

The Treaty under consideration was a formidable document, and his delegation
had so far been able to give it only preliminary study. From that study, it
was believed that the Treaty, in its broad lines, was in conformity with the
spirit and purposes of the General Agreement, It provided for the elimination
of all tariffs, quantitative restrictions and analogous barriers within a
definedperiod; it provided a "plan and schedule" for such elimination; it
covered "substantially all" trade among the member countries. In those
respects, it appeared to meet the major tests in Article XXIV of the General
Agreements There were, however, certain areas which, on the basis of
preliminary study, gave some cause for concern. A few of these arose directly
from the text of the Treaty itself, More of them derived from provisions
whose meaning was not fully. clear In any case, a great deal would undoubtedly
depend on the spirit and manner in which the Treaty was administered. He did
not wish to go into great detail on those points now, but wished to mention
a few of those to which his delegation had given some attention. One problem
of major concern to all contracting parties would be the level of the common
external tariff. A judgment as to its conformity with the standards of
Article XXIV would have to await a study of the rates of this tariff when it
had been completed and laid before the CONTRACTING PARTIES; his delegation
thought that this would have to be well in advance of the end of the first
stage of thetranstional period whon the first changes in externaltariffs
were scheduled to take place. It was difficult to see how the CONTRACTING
PARTIES could endorse any mathematical formila in that connexion; a proper
judgment should depend on an item-by-item evaluation, of the impact of the new
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comon tariff. Because of the time this would require, as well as the need
for negotiations concerning bound rates under paragraph 6 of Articel XXIV
it was hoped that the members of the proposed community would make available
a suggested common tariff as soon as possible.

The provisions of the Treaty relating to agriculture were of particular
interest to his Govermment. The provision for the development of a common agri-
cultural policy could over the longer term promote the dovelopment of sound
agrioulture inthe area. What was uone under this heading would clearly have
an important effect on the fulfillment of the objectives of the Treaty as well.
as on the trade interests of many contracting parties. His delegation however,
was concerned about a transitional system of long-term agreements and minimum
prices. Such a system could set an unfortunate pattern for future trade in
agridultual goods; it was essential that it be administered with due regard
for the interests of third countries; otherwise it could do serious dage to
the trading interests of other contracting parties. The provisions in the
commonn market Treaty on this subject and the provisions concerning quantitative
restrictions maintained for balance-of-payments reasons raised a number of
questions in this connexion on which clarification would be required.

The implications of the provisions of the Treaty concerning overseas
territories were among the most difficult to determine. While his delegation
was sympathetic with the general purposes of the Six countries in respect to
contributing to the development of these areas, the specific provisions
concerning trade raised questions in relation to the impact on the trade of
many.contracting partie.

This was not an exhaustive list of the concerns his delegation had with
particular provisions of the Treaty. All those questions would have to be
considered at the general review by the CONTRACTINGPARTIES. In that conexion
the rocogaition by, the member states that their obligations under pre-existing
International conventions were not affected by the Treaty was noted with
interest and appreciation. The procedures for further consideration of the
comn market should be such as to safeguard the interests of both non-members
and members of the proposed community and should provide an opportunity for
the CONTRACTING PARTIESto become thoroughly informed on all aspects of the
problem in: order that they might be dealt with constructively.

Mr. FHILLIPS(Australia) recalled that at the Eleventh Sessio the
Australian delegation had expresised its appreciation of the opportunity
presented to the CONTRACTING PARTIES of formally considering the progress
which was being made toward the development of a European CommonMarket.The
Australian delegation had at that stage referred to it as a two-way educa-
tional process and had visualized the need for GATTto be closely intouch
with the proposals as they developed. An Initial examination of theTreaty
establishing the European Economic Commuty confirmed that earlier attitude,
In the short time Government had had to study the Treaty it had not
boon able to assess its full significance either for brope or for Australian
trade with Europe. The Australian Govemamt had expected todiscover that the
Treaty wouId be firmar in its clauses than had been indicated byBaron Snoy,
and it was for that reason that the Australian Governmant in a note delivered
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to the member countries in February had expressed the view that an early
special session of GATT should be hold to consider the subject before
commitments were taken regarding the final form of the arrangements.

His delegation carefully noted Baron Snoy's romarks that the Treaty had
many flexible provisions which should permit the mutual interosts of the.
member and non-meaber countries to be accommodated and felt that at a later
stage the CONTRACTINGPARTIES would require more definite proposals on the
method of implementation. The Committee had been informed that the CONMOTING
PARTIESwould be provided with a memorandum explaining the Treaty in some
detail. No doubt in addition the member countries would submit to GATT a
specific plan covering the transitional stage leading to a customs union. It
was the view of his delegation that such a plan was called for under
Article XXIV of GATT but that did not emerge from the text of the Treaty. In
this regard his delegation was particularly interested in an elaboration of
the detailed provisions relating to agriculture. The flexibility associated
with the treatment of agriculture in the Treaty, for example, and the length
of the transitional period were such that other countries could be faced for
the next ten to fifteen years with something approaching a new preference area.
The length of the transitional period gave the special agricultural measures
a high degree of permanence even if a less restrictive system could be looked
forward to when the full customs union stage was reached. In the provisions
governing the transitional period it would be expected that State-trading
operations subsidies, minimum price arrangements and long-term contracts
would be managed in a manner consistent with the spirit and content of the
General Agreement. Whore quantitative restrictions were necessary for the
operation of the institutions and provisions adopted during the transitional
period the Australian delegation hoped that third countries would receive
satisfactory assurances in so far as their own trade interests were concerned.

In the consideration of the Treaty the CONTLCTING PARTIESS were not dealing
with a small-scale or isolated customs union which required more technical
adjustment with the General Agreement but a programme among major European
countries which for a lengthy interim period would provide for a new and
extensive preferential area and which was loading to a strong new trading
and commercial block. It wes the task of the CONTRACTINGPARTIES to ensure that
the regional interests represented by the European Common Market were harmonized
in the wider trading community represented by GATT.Contracting parties were
aware of Australia's concern about the increasing protection of agriculture
throughout the world. At the Review Session the Austr delegation showed
that it was not unsympathetic to the problems associated with dismantling
European agricultural protection but at the same time insisted on the need
for the earliest possible actionin this direction. It could be that creation
of the Oustoms union, while it continued for a period the protoction of
agriculture could ultimately produce benefits through the. rationalization of
agricultural production and distribution and the adoption of positive and
economically sound programme. His delegation, howavor, would be gravely
concerned if the benefits accruing from the establishment of the common market
wore to be dissipated in devices dosignod to continue large-seale agriultural
protectionismin Europe. If that should happen, at the end of the interim
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period there would be a situation no better and possibly very much worse than
at present, and the practical difficulties of achieving the GATT objectives of
freeing world trade would be greater than at present. Mr. Phillips referred
to the remark by Baron Snoy concerning the great increase in trade in recent
years and said that in spite of that fact the growth of economic activity in
Europe had produced relatively little increase in the demand for imports from

mostoverseassource sources and virtually none for imports of agricultural products;
and in the light of that fact. therefore contracting parties would understand
tie reasons for the concernwith which his delegation approachedl consideration
of the matter.

Mr. Phillips thought that at this meeting he could do no more than mention
very briefly some of the provisions of the Treaty which in the view of his
Selegation would require clarification. There appeared to be some doubt as to
the preise tariff rates which would apply in the co, moll tariff on some
commoditiesof interest to Australia. The delegation would expect

an early submission ofthe details of the common external tariff without any
prior commitment onits part that a simple arithmetic average would comply
with Article XXIV.Another example was the extent to which non-member countries
would continue to enjoy their share of markets for items on which national quotas
were at an early stage converted into global quotas for member countries.
Whilst an examination of particular articles revealed points requiring
clarification,it seemed from a brief study of the Treaty that of perhaps
greater significance was the interaction of one article on others. For
example it appeared implicit that quantitative restrictions and other non-
tariff devices would be used to introduce and subsequently implemnt the
common agricultural policy. It would appear to require a nice judgment on
the pert of the CONTRACTING PARTIESto determine whether such measures were
not on the whole more restrictive than the measures applicable in the
constituent countries prior to the adoption of the interim agreement He
thought that thpoint added weight to his earlier suggestion that a much
more detailed plan on agriculture was a necessary prerequisite for considera-
tionof the customer union undor article XXIVby the CCNTRCTING PERIES.

Furtherpoints on which his delegation would appreciate clarification were
the extent to which exporting countries which were not members of the common
market might Participate in the long-term contracts envisaged inArticle 45;
whilst the balende-of-paymontsprovisions raised a number of questions about
the effoct on member states collectively when one of the member states was in
balance-of-paymenta difficulties.Of major importance was the affect on bound
tariff items of the creation of the common external tariffand the rengotia-
tion procedures to be adopted. In addition it would appear that the
arrangement for the association of overseas dependent territories with the
customs union involved the croation of new preferences. Those protisions of
the Treaty would require close scrutiny having regrd to the reluctance of the
CONTRACTING PARTIES in the past to approve the creation of new preferences.

It was important therefore, having regard to all of those considerations
thatthere be ample opportunity for GATT to secure the information necessary
for governments to give the most careful thought to the implications for them
of the Treaty, To achieve that objective it seemed desirable to reach
agreement on a procedure which would provide sufficient time for all concerned
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to give adequate consideration to the issues involved. Baron Snoy had stated
that a memorandum would be distributed as soon as his staff could produce it
and the Australian delegation felt sure that such a memorandum would cover
many of the points an which it. would like clarification. However such
a document would take some time to produce and moreover it would be drafted
by the Six without their having had the benef it of the precise thinking and
perhaps fears of other contracting parties some of whom were not present at the
Meeting andit was quite essential, of courso, that all contracting parties should
havea full opportunity to participate in the clarification process. While
the Australian delegation had by no means abandoned the approach that it
saw the need for an early Special Session of the GATT to exeaine the Treaty
provisions, their compatibility with GATTand their implications in so far
an the trade of third countries was concerned, in view of the general provisions
of the Treaty it could see merit in continuing the two-way educational process
commenced in November as a necessary prerequisite to the full consideration
which the importance of the Treaty justified. Mr. Philips therefore proposed
for the consideration of the Committee a procedure whereby contracting parties
would be invited to submit questions designed to seek clarification or informa-
tion about the Treaty and its implementation. These questions would be
transmitted to the Interim Committee, which would be requested to supply
answers, and there would then be a meeting of the Intersessional Committee
to recommend in the light of the replies revived, the procedures to be
adopted by the CONRTCTIM PARTIESin their consideration of the Treaty.

Mr. SWAMINATHAN(India) said that since governments had just received
the text of the Rome Treaty there had not been sufficient time for an
appropriate examination of its implications and any comments, therefore,
must be very preliminary and, porhaps, even tentative. Contracting parties
had two interests in regard to the proposals, one as parties to the General
Agreement, and another as individual countries whose interests were likely
to be affected. The General agreement as it stood was the result of hard
thinking and hard multilateral negotiations over several months by hard-
headed practical administrators and their technical advisers. The substantive
provisions and the procedures contained in the General agreement could,
therefore, be said to be essential for the protection of the trading interests
of member countries in a basically multilateral system. We should look at
the present question from that angle. The CONTOTRACTING PARTIEShad a duty
to examine the proposals in the light of the provisions of Article XXIV
which provided a fairly rigorous procedure in regard to the institution of
proposals, their consideration and their final adoption. Paragraph 7 of
article XXIV required the submission of information, and a study, of proposals
by the CONTRACTINGPARTIES. For an appropriate exemination of the customs
union or free-trade area proposal individual contracting parties would have
to consult a number of private commercial and trade associations at home
which were likely to be affected, in addition to an examinition of the
proposals at a governmental lovely, The Hessina countries had undertaken to
submit the proposals for consideration under irticle XO between signature
and ratification. It seemed likely, however, that for various 'easonsV
including reasons of parliamentary time-tables, the prooodures for ratifloa-
tion of the Treaty would be accelerated in some, if not all, of the Six. In
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that case, such action would have been taken before the CONTRACTING PARTIES
had had reasonable. time to study the Treaty and to make appropriate reports
and recommendations. Such action. taken by any or all of the Six must then
be hold to be without prejudice to the right of the CONTRACTING PARTIES to
make appropriate reports and recommendations at a later stage. The Indian
delegation wished that their reservation oh this point be specifically
recorded since it, appeared to them that even after the very brief examination
that they had been able to make the Treaty contained several features
which were.Jikely adversely to affect the interests of third countries and
that some of those features at least were Inconsistent with the provisions
of the General Agreement.

One' of the important features of the Treaty which caused his delegation
some concern .was the inclusion within the commonmarket of ,the overseas
territories of the signatories to the Treaty. The concept of a customs
union involved the abolition of tariffs and other barriers to the trade
between the constituent states and the adoption of a commontariff in
relation to outside countries, The proposed association of overseas territories
with the common market did not fulfil either of those conditions, The
overseas territories would be free to maintain both protective and fiscal

tariffs against the members of Ithe Commuity and would also be under no
obligation to adopt the common tariff of the Community. The terms proposed
for the inclusion of the overseas territories were understandable from the
economic point of view -since they were, by and large, economically distinct
from their metropolitan countries in that they were underdeveloped, however,
the arrangement proposed had none of the characteristics of either a customs
union or even a free-trade area. In addition it was not consistent with
the most-favoured-nation principle which was fundamental to the General
Agreement. By the association of the overseas territories with the common
market, the trading interests of third countries were bound' to be affected
in varying 'degrees both within the metropolitan countries and within the
overseas territories. Since this was the case, third countries would surely
have a right to seek some guarantees and some redress under the provisions
of the General Agreewnt The Messina countries wouldsurely not dispute
that right when it was seen that in the overseas territories of the-signatories
each of the other fivewould get the sam commercial treatment as the
metropolitan country at least partly in return for free entry, likely to be
given for the- products of such overseas territories by the Six. The Six
were highly-industrialized 'and, in their larger economic interests, were
taking the very bold step of progressively dismantlingtheir tariffs inter
se and had doolared their readiness to face competition with each other on
equal terms, hey certainly did not have the need for the aid or tariff
preferences in the overseas territories. The economic situation of the Six
was uch that contracting parties could. not be satisfied that the proposed
preferences were so. nesoapablie that 'theyo must agree to an enlargement of the
area, of preferenes and of the scope of.tAisribintioa dgainiet third countries.
The Indian delegation w1as,' thdreforet rfirmly opposed to :tho association of the
overseas territories with the oommon market arrangemnts.'

The provisons in the proposed' Treaty in rogrd to the treatment of
agricultural products also gave rise to some misgivins. Those provisions
which permitted member state to fix minimum prices for agricultural products
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and to enter Into bilateral agreements with exporting countries were features
which were not in accord with the spirit of the General Agreement, Those
provisions in regard to purohases on the basis of long-term contracts In
regard to certain sectors In the agricultural field must also cause anxiety
to some contracting parties.

It was well known that India was in a process of development. where its
economic resources were boing strained extremely heavily and because of
requirements of capital and other goods was in balance-of-payments difficulties
which were expected to. continue over the next ten years or so, India's
balance-of-payments difficulties had been most Intense with the non-sterling
OEECcountries and it Was precisely such countries which were involved in the
European Common Market arrangements. India was vitally interested in export
trade and could not contemplate with equanimity the loss of any trading
opportunities. The need for. capital goods and Industrial raw end semi-
processed materials waw constantly Increasing and balane-of-payments
difficulties would be further accentnatedif, as a result of economic groupings,
monopolistic tendencies and :the cost of capital goods and industrial materials
increased.

His Government, therefore, desired that the fullest and the most careful
examination should be made of the proposals In the light of Article XXIVand
of the general principles of the General Agreement both in regard to the
customs union and in regard to the association of overseas territories, His
instructions were to press for early discussions of the proposals by the
CONTRACTING PARTIESand ho urged that the process of examination should
commence without delay He reiterated that nothing done or intended to be
done by any of the Six before examination, report, recommendation and negotia-
tion where necessary by the CONTRACTING PARTIESshould under any circumstances
be deemed to prejudice any of the rights of. contracting parties under the
General Agreement, He supported the proposals by the Australian delegation
with respect to the procedures to be followed in' the examination 'of the 'Treaty
by the CONOTRAT PAMIKS and thought that this would a fford an opportunity
for the difficulties and doubts concerning the Treaty to be expressed in clear
terms to the representatives of the Six.

Mr. CHRISTENSRN(Denmark) said that tho Danish delegation had often
stressed the necessity of reducing barriers to trade,: quantitative .restrictions
and tariffs in order to obtain expansion of trade and a recsonable division of
labour between the contracting peartes and had strongly supported automatic
rules instead of tho old bilateral procedure as a basis for. tariff negotiations.
Taking into account tUP very limited success obtained in GATT with respect to
an automatic and worldwide approach to the abolition of trade, barriers, the
.countries responsible for tho failure of that approach must understand the
necessity of supplementingthe work of GATTbyother means. His delegation
fully understood; and supported the regional approach of the Six countries to
that problem. The Nordic countriesthemselves had 'been working on the same
regional line aimed at the establishment of a common Nordic market.All
regional co-operation of this kind might create a risk of discrimination contarary
to the spirit of the General agreement. The Six, however, had clearly
demonstrated their willingness to avoid that risk by accepting theides of
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the establishment of a free-trade. area in association with the customs, union
and so long as thisattitude was maintained they, could count on strong Danish
support for their efforts to create a common market. His delegation shared
the hope. expressed' by the six that the net result .for other countries would be
positive and held the view that a condition for reaching that goal would be for
the free-trade area. to be as wide as possible both as regards commodities and
geographically,

There has been a certain fear in Denmarkthat the Rome Treaty would cause
a discrimination against Danish exports in the agricultural field. Baron Snoy
had mentioned that there would be a commoa market in the agricultural field,
but not of quite the same liberal character as for other goods. Mr. Cahan
called it a "managed" markets Only time would show if and to what. extent the
customs union of the Six in the agricultural s sector would fulfill the. conditions
of Article XXIVand he feared that any calculations for the same expansion of
trade. in agricultural products as with industrial products would be
disappointing. Since. that meant that the benefits for countries outside the
"managed" agricultural market of the Six would probably not be of the same
importance it must be a. minimum condition to ensure that discrimination in the
agricultural sector would be avoided and that the co-operation of the Six did
not result in a situation where certain other countries would be in a worse
position than before. Even though his Government was prepared to go very far
towards adopting the system of the Six in order to secure the realization of the
free-trade. area plan, It expected that.. a wide measure of flexibility in the
plans of the Six would be needed if agricultural products were to be included
in the free-trade area plan. Apart from the fact that the, plan would hardly
be in acordanoe with the General Agreement If agricultural products were not
included, the exclusion, of only one important sector of the economy would be
unwise and in the long run unrealistic. Therefore the aim of hisaGovernment
was a tree-trade area, connected with the. union of the Six and including
all aomnmoditi~es. In order to avoid any discrimination a free-trade area
covering as wide-a geographic area as possible would be welcomed. If some
countries were not prepared at the present time to undertake the considerable
obligations involved in membership of the free-trade areas it did not mean that
they would be excluded from any future co-operation; on the contriarY such
so-operation would be even more important in order to avoid undue discrimina-
tion. . His Government would be willing whenever possible to take up again
discussions on automatia tariff reductions on a worldwide basis.

His Government hoped that the overseas territories would be included in
the frwee-tra4e area and he could not see any serious ,problem for theooverseas
territories ofr countries outside the union of the ,Six if the free-trade-area
were to. include all commodities.

With respect to the procedure to. be followed bythoCCRITRACT* PAXIeS
him d9leation held similar. views to -those expressed by the delegate ofr'apan
'At the SlloveethSession the, Six had: taken a o'o6operative position and;hid
deqlare.dthemselves willing to submit the -Treaty for the consideration Of the
OWITAC P1ARPTS medi~itely after:-signature. He reconized 'that am
contrating.-parties ,were oonoernedsabout having a special session before the
ratiflet0n ,of the Treaty but in that respect his delegation would put more
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emphasis on any arguments the Six might have.' On the other hand for practical
reasons It was perhaps too late to discuss the queStion seriously. Even
though his delegation-stIll preferred a special session if it was at all
feasible he thought it would be wrong to overestimate the importance of the
ate of that sesiOn. Baron Snoy had clearly stated that the detailed policy

of the Six would have to be;laid down by the Institutions of the union. The
COONRACTM PART3ES would, therefore, first have to establish procedures to
follow the policy of the S1i as It developed and not to discuss and approve
a factual policy. It right be dangerous for the prestige of GATT to create
the impression that a GATT Sessionon the Rome Treaty, now or later in the
year, would solve more then procedural questions.

MIr. NAI (Union of Bouth Africa) said that his Government accepted'the
principle of integration and sympathized with any efforts of the European
countries to set up a common market for it would bring benefit no& only to the
six countries but also to all the other contracting parties. 'His Government
would try to be helpful and had no intention to oppose the plans of the Six.
These plans were of essential importance to South Africa mhich in the previous
year carried on approximately one-fifth of her foreign trade with the signa-
tories of the Treaty. He regretted that the GCOMACTING PARTIES were being
prevented from exercising their rights under Article LCIV to examine the
Treaty before the initiation of the ratification procedure. At the Uleventh
Session the CONTRAWTI1G PART33S had been reassured that they would receive a
report on the deliberations and proceedings concerniig the common market and
would be given the opportunity for critically examining the' Treaty and making
recommendations. These were appropriate assurances which represented no
concesuicn on the part of the- six governments, but were merely the execution
of obligations undertaken under the General Agreement. In the light of these
considerations his Goverrnent could hardly welcome the present course of
events. Mfr. Naude was aware that several contracting Parties considered it
preferable to defer the examination until after ratification: It could,
however, be questioned whether the GAtr would remain an efficient instrument
If the enforcement of its rules were made contingent upon political exigencies
and the existence of a favourable political clizatbt in certain countries. The
CONMACTING PARMS and, in particular, the six member states should bear in
mind that the comio market schers.mand the procedures that would be adopted
for its examination in GAY.T might serve -as a precedent and model for similar
proDosals which might be brought before. the CONMACTING PARTIES in future.
Ir the CONTRACTING :--ARTIES permitted the establishment of the common market
without assuring themselves that it would facilitate and increase freedom of
trade, the machinery for the. promotion of multilateral, trade might well fall
into disrepute. economic integration could contribute to the exAnsion of
production and exchange of gocds and ths South African Government: was, there.
ford, not In principle opposed to the establishment of a customs union.
Article LCIV, however, provided..for cortain conditions to ensure that such
schemes be creative of trade and., although. lt was sdmittedy'diticlt to
determine beforehand whether these conditions were satisfied, the CCNMAOT$M
PARTIES must carry out such an examination of the Treatye J'or-intanfo, with
regard to the transitional.period, It would have to be borne in mind -that if
it were too long the movement towrds economic Antegraticn might .18e miomeutum
and the forraticn of a customs union might never be completed.- If, on the
other hand, the envisaged pericd were too short, certain modifications in
economic structures might jeopardize tke scheme.
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The experience which some countries had gained from the European
programme of trade liberalization which had been presented to them as an
important step towards freer world trade was not of such a nature as to
allay the: apprehensions towards the nw plans. The liberalization measures
taken by 0EEC countries until the end of 1955 had mainly benefited intra-
European trade. In connexion with this programme of trade liberalization#
a special compensatory import tax bad been levied on freed items in order'
partially to offset the effects of the relaxation of importcontrols. The
Treaty provided that this tax, which was also imposed on the products of
countries which did not benefit from liberalization measures, could be
maintained under the common market. The South African Government was con-
cerned lest this discrimination be perpetuated and needed assurances in this
respect.

Mr. Naude then commented on sole particular points, A number of tariff
concessions which had been negotiated with individual countries would inevitably
be affected by the process of economic integration. The six countries had
Indeed already agreed to modify some bound duties as shown in Annex I
(List r) of the Tfeaty. The renegotiation of duties required by the operation
of the common market would be extremely complicated and might upset the
balance of tariff concessions that had been elaborated in several rounds of
tariff negotiations. The problems raised In regard to agriculture and
quantitative restriction had been adequately dealt with by previous speakers.
As for the association of overseas territories (Articles 131-136) the
provisions.of the Treaty seemed irreconcilable with the General Agreement and
in particular with Article MXIV. Further, paragraph 4 of Article 132 appeared
to imply that only nationals of the member states and of the overseas
territories would be allowed to take part in development programmes undertaken
In such territories. This provision, therefore, required clarificatrion.

'Mr Naude stated that 'his Gove-tment woult seek Safety in Article 234
of. the Treaty, which it deemed to mean that the provisions of the General
Agreement would over-ride those of the Treaty so that whore conflict arose
the Treaty wo6ld be modified accordingly. In the course of the proceedings
of the Ooftndttee the C*NTRACTING PABEMW had been requested to trust that
tlhe governments would act in accordance with their commitments and had been
assured that the Treaty provided enough flexibility for the necessary
adjustments toibe made. As this flexibility could be put to use for raising
barriers to trade as well as iar liberalizing trade, a full and 6pen discussion
of ths Treaty was all the more necessary. The representative of South Africa
concluded that the views he had given were only preliminary since his
Governmant had been in possession of the Treaty only twenty-four hours
before sending instruction. As the Treaty required and deserved close study
his GOVerment thought that the aCTRAnTING PARTS should not precipitate
any final decision and arrange for a full and detailed consideration cc the
Treaty at: the Twelfth Session. This procedure, was all the' more advisable a
it. was hoped that ministers would be present at that session and could take
1the policy decisioiw which milit be required. South Africa would sUppo;t the
Australian proposal which would be acceptable with only a few mior modifioa-
tions subJeot to the proviso that all the preparatory work for the study
of the Treaty would lead to a full examination at the Twelfth Session where
a final decision could be taken,
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Mr. KOLLBIG (Sweden) said that his Gove:iment attached great importance
to the discussions in GA[ of the Treaty instituting the European 2conomio
Commulty, The primary purpose of these deliberations should be to examine
whether the Conununity would foster regional cooperation that could facilitate
the elimination of obstacles to trades and whether the new institution satisfied
the requirements for customs unions in the Goneral Agreement, As there had
been tJme for only a pIWm study-of the Treaty his Government could not
give final views at this stage. Moreover some parts of the Treaty were
difficult to Interpret and explanatory comments from the six countries would
be welcomed as promised by Baron Suoy especially with regard to the provisions
m agriculture. He regretted that it had not been possible for the CaNTRACfTN
PAidIgS to follow the original plan to consider the Treaty in the GjANT before
the initiation of the ratification procedures. His Government, however,
assumed that this postponement would not in any way prejudice the possibilities
for the other contracting parties to safeguard their interests. His delega-
tion finally wished to repeat that a plan for regional integration such as
that now before the CGITRACTIN PARTIES should not lead to the formation of
a protectionistie block with high tariffs and should be implemented so as to
stiulate trade with all countries and to facilitate the removal of restric-
tions on world trade,

-rv. J-CNS.I (New Zealand) said that in view of the mention already made
by other delegates or particular points in which !few Zealand shared similar
interests he would confine his remarks to a brief statement of a general
nature on the attitude of New Zealand in so far as her trade might be affected
by the application of the Treaty. His delegation fully recognized and
appreciated the motives which had given rise to the proposals for the common
market However, until It was known how such provisions would in fact be
lIplemented the New Zealand delegation naturally shared some of the doubts
already expressed as to how Uead interests with TLreaty m.mber, pai1 in
agricultural products which were so important to the New Zealand eooonomr1
might be affected. According to Article 110 of the Treaty, member states
through the establishment of the customs union intended to contribute to the
hamonlous development of world trade, to the progressive abolition, of
restrictions on international trade and to the lowering of tariff barriers.
He wa sure no one would disagree with these objectives which were in line
with the underlying principles of the General Agreement, Article XXIV
also recognized the desirability of increasing freedom of trade through the
Integration of economies by means .of voluntary agreements of the type now
being discussed. However, the provisions of that Article made it quite olear
that the purpose of a customs union should be to facilitate trade. between the
parties and not to raise barriers to trade with countries not members of! the
unloe. His delegation was particularly oneened with that aspect siace there
would be far-reaching repercussions...if the formation of the customer union
resulted in serious restrictions to-New Zealand7 export;trmde. Furthermore,
the Justifioation for the maintenance of tariff concessions granted to the
Six would also require to be examined and the general. objectives 'of ;the GANT
could be jeopardizeod
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The Now Zealand delegation was not endeavouring to prejudge the
position but rather to call the attention of the contracting parties to
the particular interest and concern of New Zealand. His delegation hoped
that the Treaty would be operated not only to conform with the provisions
of paragraph 5 of Article XXIV of the General Agreement, in that duties and
other restrictions on trade should not be higher or more restrictive than
their general incidence prior to the formation of the union, but also that
scope would be afforded for increased trade for other countries. It would
be helpful if some assurance could be given in that regard.

The New Zealand delegation was indebted to Baron Snoy for the explanations
he had been able to give on certain aspects of the proposals. The difficulty
involved in stating conclusively at this stage how some of the provisions would
operate was recognized and much still remained obscure. Obviously governments
vtUlIregule no" iRnformation on and clarification of the points which had
al"ady bet ometized by other delegates and which it was unflce5ary for
him to repeat. The New Zealand delegation was generally in agreement with a
procedure along the lines suggested by the delegate for Australia which was
designed to provide a more complete picture of the proposals and their
probable application before the matter was submitted to the CONTRACTING
PARTIES. His delegation also felt that the next session of the CONTRACTIRG
PARTIES, when adequate representation could be provided, would be an appropriate
time to deal with the matter.

Mr. Max de la FUSSY LOOKER (Peru) stated that the steps taken to
establish the European LSconomic Comnunity and the association of certain
overseas territories with it represented a historic landmark in the economic
development of Western Europe. However, if his Government considered
sympathetically the plans towards closer economic cooperation in Europe,
it also wished to make clear that the well-being of a group of countries
should not be furthered at the detriment of the interests of other countries.
It was not the intention of the Peruvian Government to oppose the plans of
the sigiatory countries of the Treaty, but merely to safeguard fts rights and
those of the other contracting parties. There were provisions in the Treaty
whioh could conflict or concur with those contained in the General Agreement.
It was for that reason that it had been agreed that the Treaty be submitted
to the ONTRACTING PkM SE' before its ratification so as to enable them to
give it substantive examination and to make any recommendations they might
deem appropriate. The conmitment undertaken by the Six should be respected
and sufficient time should be granted for consideration of the Treaty by the
OMTRACTINT PARTIES before the ratification procedures were initiated in
order not to make the guarantees provided for in Article XKIV illusory While
his Government did not ignore the historical and political significance of the
Treaty it would insist that it be subject to the examination and the approval
procedures in accordance with the letter and spirit of Article :CIV and that
a special session should be convened as had been foreston As already pointed
out by the delegate for India, any action by the member states could in no
circumstances be deemed to prejudice any of the rights of the CONT1ACOTI
PADINS under the General Agreement.
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Mr. WIIGE2SS (Canada) said that he agreed with Mr. Corse that the Treaty
and its relationship to GAIT presented the most important problem that GAN
had faced in the ten years of its existence. Consideration of that problem
might represent a turning point in GATT and the CONTRADTING PAI]S endeavour
to see that it was a turning point in the right direction, He also thought
that it could be agreed that the problem was the most difficult and complicated
one with which GWi' has ever been faced. The Canadian delegation had come to
the meeting prepared to support any reasonable proposal for the examination by
GATT of the Treaty at the earliest possible date consistent with adequate
preparation for such an examination and regarded the task before the Committee
to be the initiation of appropriate procedures designed to make the GATT review
of the Treaty-meaningful and eff3ctive. To attain that objective the Committee
must be careful not to proceed with too great hasten but to lay the ground-
work for a complete and thorough examination of the Treaty,

Mr. Wilgress joined !.n the congratulations extended to the Six for the
remarkable achievement of having been able to negotiate and sign the Treaty
with a delay of only some two months beyond the target date and added his
thanks and appreciation to Baron Snoy for the patience and consideration with
which he had explained to the Committee various points about the Treaty. He
thought that the cooperation which Baron Snoy had afforded augured well for
the future cooperation which would be necessary between the CONTRAETIN
PAIMRS. and the Interim Committee.

From the outset Canada had been sympathetic to the political objectives
inherent in the movement towards closer economic integration in Europe and
had felt that a great deal of positive good could result from this initiative.
His Government's only concern had been to assure that the formation of the
customs union would not be of such a character as to impede the further
development of international trade on a multilateral basis, He thought the
delegate for New Zealand had also expressed Canada's concern when he said
that the formation of the customs union should lead to increased trade
between the countries forming the union, rather than to the erection of
additional barriers to trade with outside countries, He had been impressed
by Baron Snoy's reference to the remarkable expansion of the trade of European
countries since the war and could not help thinking about the important
r8ld GATT had played in that expansion. A major factor had been the stability
of trade relations between Europe and the outside world; GMLT had contributed
to this stability not only in respect of the maintonance.of tariff stability,
which had often been ref eri'ed to as one of its maim achievements$ but also
through the continued application of the most-favourud-nation clause and the
other principles embodied in the Agreement. These positive contributions to
the well-being of European countries could be jeopardized by a treaty which
did not take fully into account the obligations of the Zuropean countries
towards third countries. He was sure the common market countries would
realize that it was in their interests to see that the legitimate concerns
of third countries were fully taken into aocounto

It was from that point of view that the Canadian delegation proposed
to examine the provisions of the Treaty to see how far they coincided with
the purposes, principles and provisions of the Goneral Agreomnt. His
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delegation would be unable to concur with provisions of the Treaty which

went beyondwhat wasconsidered to be the essential principles of a customs

union and which unjustifiably impaired Canadian trade interests. So far

his delegation had only been able to give preliminary study to the provisions

of the Treaty but he thought it might be useful to mention some of the points

Which were already causing concern.

Firstly, with regard to the plan for tariff reductions, his delegation
was concerned about the provisions for the transition from thesecond to the

third, or final, stage. The overall reduction to be made during the last
stage was 40 per cent compared with 30 per cent for each of the first two

stages, and 50 per cent on individual products as compared with 25 per cent
for the previous stages It was felt that the heavy commitments undertaken
for the last stage might well be too important to be left without a clear-cutprogramme.Like others who had expressed their views his delegation was
concerned about the level of the common external tariff. In thisconnexion,
also, it was felt that when the CONTRACTINGPARTIES came to examine the Treaty
in detail attention should be paid to arrangements for negotiations under
Article XXVIII of bound rates of duty which would be affeoted by the common
tariff. On many important items bound to Canada thenew rates would represent
aWithdrawal of concessions and these would have to be renegotiated. The
Canadian delegation shared the concern which had been expressed concerning
the agricultural provisions of the Treaty and did not think that quantitative
restrictionsimposed to protect internal price supports could be justified
under GATT. The provisions for long-term marketing agreements appeared to be
mandatory and were clearlyin conflict with the rules of "no increased

protection", of"non-discrimination" and "the observance of commercial
considerations" in Articles II and XVII of the General Agreement. As regards
quantitative restrictions, ArticleXXIV, in the view of the Canadian delegation,
didnot affect the basic provisions of the General Agreement relating to the
application and removal of quantitative restrictions. GATT must be the final

authority as to the Justification for quantitative restrictions and discrimina-
tionin trades. The Treaty provided that any measures of liberalization vis-
à-vis third countries must be submitted to the European Commission for approval
before their application. Further, the European Commission could submit

proposals to implement the objective of a uniform list of liberalization. These
provisions of the Treaty were inconsistent with the philosophy and principles
underlying GATT and also the InternationalMonetaryFund rules on quantitative
restrictions. Finally, as regards the provisions of the Treaty in relation
to dependent overseas territories his delegation shared the view that had
been expressed by several speakers regarding the incompatibility of these
provisions with the General Agreement.

These were some of the points which a preliminary study had indicated
were cause for concern. This list must not be regarded as exclusive, since
his Government had only had the text of the Treaty for a few weeks and were
continuing a thorough study of its provisions. There were some features of
the Treaty from which encouragement couldbe derived. Baron Snoy had referred
to the discretionary powers of the Council of Ministers and also to the
flexibility in the Treaty. He had, said "flexibility was everything. That
meant that a lot would depend upon how the Treaty was administered. It should
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also mean that the Six should be able to agree with the CONTRACTING PARTIES
during the course of the examination as to how the Treaty could be administered
in conformity with GATT. It was hoped that the Six would be able to give
meaningful assurances in this respect. The Canadian delegation therefore
wished at a very early date to have established the extent to which the Six
were prepared to conform to GATT as taking precedence over the Treaty.

With respect to the procedures for the detailed consideration of the
Treaty his delegation could understand the desire of many countries to have
the examination at an early date and, if possible, before ratification of the
Treaty. However, for political reasons which were well understood, the Six
were proceeding with the ratification process as rapidly as possible. If the
CONTRACTINGPARTIES were to enter into a race between the examination of the
Treaty and the ratification process, that would mean that they would embark
upon their task with undue haste and without that adequate preparation to which
he had referred. Nor did he think that the actual ratification was as important
a factor as might at one time have seemed to be the case. The Committee had
seen from what Baron Snoy had said that a great deal was being left to the
discretion of the Council of Ministers. The procedure set forth in paragraph 7
of Article XXIV envisaged the submission of a plan and schedule. What had been
presented was moro in the nature of a general outline, with the details of
the plan to be filled in by the Council of Ministers as they came to implement
the Treaty, At the Eleventh Session all that was agreed was that the Six
would submit the Treaty for the consideration of the CONTRACTING PARTIES soon
after signature and before ratification. That they had done. There was
nothing in the decision at the Eleventh Session which required the CONTRACTING
PARTIESto complete examination before ratification. The Canadian delegation
therefore felt that the proposal which had been submitted by the Australian
delegation was the most feasible under the circumstances, and wished strongly
to support that proposal.

One of the tasks before the Committee was to make arrangements for full
documentation which would enable the CONTRACTING PARTIES to embark on the
detailed examination of the Treaty and its relationship to GATT.The
Interim Committee was preparing an explanatory memorandum which would be of
great value in that it would give more detailed explanations of the more
important provision of the Treaty. This memorandum, however would be
prepared from the point of view of the Six and clarification of the points
that were causing concern to the other contracting pales would also be
required. This requirement was well covered in the Australian proposal
which provided for the submission of questions by various governments and
for answers to be given to. these questions by the Interim Committee.
M. Wilgress felt, therefore, that if the Australian proposal was approved
the Committee would have embarked on the fist step of that detailedexamina-
tion which the circumstances required. It should be mde clear, however,
that the rights of the contracting parties, both individually and collectively,
should in no way be impaired through the fact that the detailed examination
of the Treaty might not be completed before ratification, since this would
be due to circumstances beyond the control of the CONTRACTING PARTIES. If
the Committee proceded along these lines it would set the stage for a GATT
review of the Treaty that would be both meaningful and effective.
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Mr. SANDERS (United Kingdom) said that various speakers had expressed
their sympathy and support in principle for the objectives which had inspired
the Treaty on the European Economic Community, and that there was no need
to elaborate upon the interest which his Government shared in these ideals.
Mr. Cahan had told the Committee that the discussions were still proceeding
in Paris with a view to the formation of a free-trade area. At the same
time successive speakers had expressed their concern that the objectives of the
Six should follow the principles and objectives of the General Agreement with
due regard to the legitimate interests of third countries. The Treaty involved
the provisions of the General Agreement through its proposals for the formation
over a period of years of a customs union. As the delegate of India had pointed
out Article XXIV, and in particular paragraph 7, established very distinctly
and explicitly the processes through which such proposals must go in the hands
of the CONTRACTING PARTIES. That article laid down very clearly the rights
andresponsibilitiesof the CONTRACTING PARTIES in such a matter; atthesame
time, it st clearly the condition to be 66M Um
were to be free to put into effect proposals for a customs union. It was
useful to be reminded of these provisions and keep them clearly in mind
because they were relevant to all the discussions which the CONTRACTING
PARTIES were having and would have in the future on the plans for a customs
union.

The statements which had already been made had indicated the important
angles from which it would be necessary for the CONTRACTING PARTIES, having
regard to the provisions of article XXIV, to examine closely and carefully
the proposals of the Treaty. Firstly there was the nature of the plan and
schedule, Secondly, there were the special provisions for agriculture which
as Baron Snoy had said, did in fact look as though leading to the setting up
of a "managed" market for these products. It was clear that one of the most
important and difficult questions involved was the extent to which the Six might
envisage the need to use quantitativerestriction on imports of agricultural
products from third countries whether through control of private imports or
through the operation of state trading. To the extent recourse to this might
be envisaged, it raised the question of the terms and conditions and safe-
guards on the basis of which the CONTRACTINGPARTIESwould be prepared at the
appropriate time to grant dispensations from the provisions of the General
Agreement for actions inconsistent with it. Though the United Kingdom would
not itself appear likely to be directly affected by these provisions, Annex II
of the Treaty included a number of products of particular interest to some
of its dependent overseas territories. Thirdly, there was the level of the
common tariff, It seemed that some of the proposed duties might be fixed
somewhat higher than might be expected to follow from the strict application
of the principles laid down in paragraph 5(a) of Article XXIV.The CONTRACTING
PARTIESwould need to examine whether, and if so to what extent, this might
be the case and what adjustments in respect of particular tariffs already
fixed or still to be negotiated ought to be sought. Here agin, the United
Kingdom had the responsibility for watching the interests of its dependent
overseas territories. Fourthly, as regards the provision for association of
certain overseas territories with the European Economic Community there were
a number of substantial qualificationsin the Treaty itself and in the annexed
Convention to the principle of progressive elimination of tariffs and other
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barriers to trade by these territories which, as other speakers had already
remarked, clearly raised the questionwhether the proposals could be regarded
as falling within the ambit of Article XXIV. On the other hand as was well
known the CONTRACTING PARTIEShad up to then been most jealous in maintaining
the limitations imposed by Article I on any extension of preferential
arrangements and such limited dispensations from this provision as they had
been prepared to allow in the past had been made subject to the most stringent
conditions designed to safeguard the interests of third countries. Finally,
reference had bean wade to other provisions, as, for example, those relating
to the use of quantitative restrictions for balance-of-payments purposes which
might need examination in the light of the relevant provisions of the General
Agreement.

Mr. Sanders said that in all those matters his Government shared the inter-
eats and responsibilities of the CONTRACTING PARTIES not only behalf of
United Kingdom, but also because it spoke for a number of dependent overseas
territories which were concerned as to the possible affect on their trading
interests of arrangements which might not strictly conform to the principles
and provisions of the General Agreement. The United Kingdom of course shared
the desire of the Six to foster the development of underdeveloped areas, put
it followed from this very fact that it had the right and the obligation to
seek to safeguard the legitimate interests of the underdeveloped areas for
which it had special responsibility. It was not, of course, for the
Intersessional Committee to attempt to reach any determination on these issues
until the full examination which Article XXIV required had been undertaken.
The position of the CONTRACTINGPARTIES, and of individual contracting parties,
remained and must of course remain fully reserved In listing the various
aspects of the Treaty which would need examination it was recognized that,
as Baron Snoy had pointed out, much would remain to be determined through
the institutitons of the Community as it gradually evolved. It followed
of course that much would depend on the Community being developed over the
years in accordance not only with the specific provisions of the General
Agreement but also with its general spirit and objectives. Baron Snoy had
drawn attention to the various provisions of the Treaty itself which related
to the existing international obligations of the members and their desire to
contribute to the expansion of multilateral trade and he had affirmed their
continuing interest as contracting parties to the General Agreementt in the
promotion of its objectives. The. firmmess with which the eix countries
could individually as well as collectively make clear to the CONTRACTING
PARTIES and indeed to international opinion generally their intention to
apply the provisions of their Treaty in accordance with the principles and
objectives of the General Agreement and the confidence which the contracting
parties could acquire over the years these intentions would be implemented,
must greatly influence the attitude of the CONTRACTINGPARTIES to the Treaty,
both when they came to undertake substantive examination of it and as they
follow its application.

On the question of procedure the discussion had demonstrated that many
countries felt they needed more, time for studying the Treaty and for securing
clarification of the meaning of various of its provisions and indeed of the
intentions underlying them. It therefore seed clear that the CONTRACTING
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PARTIEScould not properly discharge their important responsibility under
Article XXIV at a special session timed to take place without an adequate
period for preparation. Some countries appeared to entertain some fear
lest deferment of substantive examination of the Treaty beyond the time
originally envisaged might prejudice the full andproper executionof their
rights and responsibilities under Article XXIV. The United Kingdom delegation
did not show this view and thought that it followed quite clearly from the
terms of Article XXIV:7(c) that the CONTRACTINGPARTIES could defer their
substantive examination of the Treaty until later in the year without prejudice
to their rights and responsibilities. In the light of all these considerations
Mr. Sanders said that it appeared to his delegation that the procedural
proposals which had .been outlined by the Australian delegation. were well
designed to meet the needs of the situation and that the Intersessional
Committee would be well advised to adopt them.

Mr. HAGUIWARA (Japan) wished to make a constructive contribution to the
proceedings of the Committee on the weighty issue of the common market. His
delegation had already expressed a preliminary opinion on the Treaty and
indicated that although it was well aware of the necessity for the European
countries to organize politically and economically, it nonetheless felt
apprehensive that the common market countries might raise high protective
barriers to the trade of third countries and set up a wide preferential area.
He hoped that the discussions with the six governments would allay those
apprehensions and he reserved his right to raise several points, whenthe
CONTRACTING PARTIES would proceed to a substantive examination of the Treaty.
As his delegation had already stated, the Japanese Government gave preference
to an examination of the Treaty prior to its ratification. The General
agreement was characterized by its flexibility which was indeed necessary
to adapt to sometimes very complex economic circumstances. The provisions
of the General Agreement applicable to the Treaty were set out in Article XXIV;
quantitative restrictions aspects would be covered by Articles XI to XIV; the
association to the common market of the overseas territories would have to bo
considered in relation to Article I which rigidly prohibits the establishment
of new preferences. However, waivers could be granted to all these rules,
even to those contained in Article I, and several such waivers requested by
particularly influential members had been granted. Admittedly, Article 234
of the Treaty contained the assurance that the rights and obligations
resulting from conventions concluded prior to the Treaty would not be affected
by the Treaty. However, once ratified, the Treaty would be definitive
so that any revision would require a new process of negotiation, signature
and ratification. If in that case certain provisions were found to be
incompatible with the General Agreement a solution would very likely be
sought by means of a waiver to the obligations under the General Agreement
and not by recasting the provisions of the Treaty. To take a concrete
example, the Japanese Governmant was of the opinion that the association of
the overseas territories was outside the ambit of ArticleXXIV, and would
have to be considered in relation to Article I concerning the creation of new
preferences. If this were recognized after the ratification of the Treaty
the CONTRACTING PARTIES would be facing a fait accompli,and would have no
other solution than to grant a waivar. It was precisely to prevent such an
outcome that the CONTRACTING PARTIESshould proceed to an early examination
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of the Treaty before its ratification unless the six member states were
prepared to give formal assurances that the provisions of the Treaty which
might be found incompatible with obligations under the General Agreement
would be recast. Mr. Haguiwara supported the reservation of the delegate
of India that the rights of contracting parties must be upheld. He appreciated
the spirit of the Australian proposal, but had received instructions to
insist on consideration of the Treaty prior to ratification. His delegation,
however, was prepared to ask fornew instruations.

Mr. AUGENTHAIER (Czechoslovakia) said that. the debate had left him with
the impression that the EuropeanEconomic Commmunity was somehow the consequence
of the failure of the GATT in the domain of further reductions in tariff
levels and barriers to trade and that it was, in a way, the result of mis-
conduct of the CONTRACTING PARTIES. His delegation, however,held some doubts
as to whether GATT had explored all possibilities in the field of promoting
trade and expanding its membership. Instead of a world-wide organization the
GATT had become an exclusive club and now the CONTRACTING PARTIES were
witnessing the creation of another club, one even more exclusive in that the
rule of unanimity would prevail for the admission of new members. He shared
the opinions expressed by all delegations that there had been hardly time for
an adequate examination of the Treaty and thought that the Treaty should be
examined in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 7(a) of Article XXIV
and that the CONTRACTING PARTIES should establish whether the Treaty satisfied
the general conditions outlined in that Article. He would not repeat the
objections to the Treaty which had already been heard by the Committee, and
would confine his remarks to a few prelminary comments.

The concept of the Economic Community as being "European" seemed to
Mr. Augenthaler to be a geographic misnomer and he could not see how the
scheme would contribute to the abolition of barriers to trade and the
expansion of trade in Europe then there was not even mention in the Treaty
of the State-trading countries. He also remarked that the Treaty, in
violation of the United Nations Charter, confirmed the ties of overseas
territories with some of the member countries of the Community and wondered
whether this was appropriate when these territories wore attempting to attain
self-government by the establishment of free political institutions and the
diversification of their economies. Furthermore, he shared the view that the
provisions of the Treaty concerning the association of overseas territories
were not in conformity with Article XXIV. When trifles, such as the establish-
ment of quantitative restrictions on bath towels or the imposition of a duty
on long-playing records, were brought before the CONTRACTING PARTIESlengthy
procedures were elaborated to deal with them, but when the CONTRACTING PARTIES
were faced with a project which represented a question of great consequence
and importance, there was not a single memorandum or report to assist the
analysis. He expressed the hope that the procedures proposed by the
Australian delegation, with the amendments suggested by the representatives
of India, South Africa and Japan, would be accepted and that the secretariat
would prepare a study so that the CONTRACTING PARTIES could undertake a
detailed examination of the Treaty at an early date. In conclusion, he said
that he would reserve his right to make full comments atthe final examination
of the Treaty and expected that proposal for a free-trade area in Europe would
be brought before the CONTRACTINGPARTIESwith more. haste than the Treaty so
that the procedures of Article XXIVcould be fully adhered to.
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Mr. OUHRUK (Turkey) said that his Government wished to congratulate
the Six governments which had, in a very short period of time, successfully
concluded the-very important Treaty instituting the European Economic
Community. The Turkish Government was convinced that closer economic collabora-
tion was in the mutual interest of the countries concerned and of all outside
countries. The creation of a wide unified market in WesternEurope would
undoubtedly have far-reaching effects on the trade within the Community as
well as on that between the Community and the outside world. For that reasons
the almost revolutionary initiative taken by the Six to establish a common
market in a very important trading region of the world was likely to give
rise in some countries to more or less justified concern when the very vast
enterprise was being initiated. Some countries could fear that the creation
of the common market might prejudice their economic and commercial interests.
His Government, however, thought that, as show by experience, commercial
relations generally expand with any increase in the productive capacity and
the prosperity of a region. Inevitably difficulties would arise but they
could be overcome by a close collaboration between all counties involved, and,
everything considered, one was. justified to deem that the common market would
benefit all countries. The Turkish Government therefore believed that the
common market, by its very nature and principles, concurred and coincided
with the objectives contained in the General Agreement which provided for the
abolition of quantitative restrictions and the reduction of tariffs and for
the establishment of a freer pattern of trade.

As at the present stage it was impossible to draw clear economic and
commercial conclusions of a Treaty which was not yet being applied, the non-
member countries would need safeguards against possible protectionist
developments. Such guarantees would be found in the General Agreement and in
a positive attitude of the six member states. Article XXIV rigorously
regulated the relations between a customs union and the CONTRACTING PARTIES.
The Six had undertaken to submit the text of the Treaty for examination by
the CONTRACTING PARTIES and a preliminary study of this Treaty had already
begun. The deferment of the signatureof the Treaty due to understandable
circumstances had caused modifications to the schedule and procedure
established by the. CONTRACTINGPARTIES and there had been no sufficient
agreement among the contracting parties on whether it was advisable to
convene a special session for the examination of the problems connected
with the common market. As tile text of the Treaty had only reached the
contracting parties a few days before, most delegations had only had time
for a preliminary examination. In fact, a discussion of the Treaty by the
CONTRACTING PARRTIES would, when neither explantions nor comments concerning
the text were available, require considerable preliminary work. For these
reasons Mr. Cuhruk thought that it was neither possible nor opportune at
that stage to envisage a special session in the near future. On the other
hand the CONTRACTING PARTIESwould not give governments and public opinion
the impression of being contented with a hasty and insufficiently prepared
examination of an issue that was one of the main problems which the a
had had to face. His delegation was of the opinion that it would be wise to
defer the examination of this problem to the Twelfth Session. In the meantime
an efficacious procedure would have to be elaborated with a view to preparing
a full discussion of the Treaty. As to the text itself the Turkish delegation
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was of the opinion that the level of the outside tariff and the problems
connected with quantitative restrictions would be of particular interest
to the CONTRACTING PARTIESand noted with satisfaction that discrimination
in the field of agriculture was being avoided by the inclusion of this
sector of the economy in the common markets He hoped that agricultural
products would receive the same treatment in the free-trade area which his
Government wished to be as large as possible, for it attached very great
importance to its future participation in that scheme.

Mr. BAIG (Pakistan) said the document under consideration by the Committee
was one which merited considerable study and thought. Atreaty establishing
a European Economic community was of world significance; it was the most
significant and complicated question with which the GATT had bad to deal
and as the representative of South Africa had pointed out, it might well
become a model, standard or example for similar arrangements in other parts
of the world. The whole project was revolutionary.In the circumstances he
felt that neither the Six, in their own interests, not other contracting
parties, in their own interests also, could possibly was the Treaty to
receive cursory examination and comment. Consequently, he felt obliged to
give strong support to the suggestions made by the delegates of South Africa
and Now Zealand that further discussions under the provisions of Article XXIV
be left until the next general session which was scheduled to take place in
October. In addition he supported the proposal made by the delegate of
Australia concerning a procedure which might be adopted by GATT to resolve
those issues which were clearly open to question and controversy.

He conveyed to the Six the best wishes of his Government in the historic
and heroic enterprise which they had undertaken and congratulated them on the
progress which they had made. He would adds however, that his Government
held the view that they were going a little too fast. The question of a
European Economic Community had arisen for the first time, and the Treaty
must be without any form of blemish. He suggested to the Six to endeavour
to see their way clear to avoid a volcanic process by which the recommenda-
tions of the CONTRACTING PARTIESunder Article XXIV were sought at an
immediate juncture. He enquired whether it would be possible in the general
interest to wait until October so that in the meantime spadework could
proceed on the lines proposed by the Australian delegation.

Mr. RUSHMERE (Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland) said that as his
Government had not yet had sufficient time to study the substance of the
Treaty his remarks would necessarily have to be brief. His delegation,
however, was sympathetic to the objectives of the Treaty and was appreciative
of the goodwill which must have prevailed in its negotiation. There had been
sufficient comment to indicate to the Committee that man third countries
were concerned over provisions of the Treaty and therefore he would not
cover the same ground. He supported the proposal of the Australiandelega-
tion with respect to the procedure to be followed and he thought that that
procedure would ensure that the time available in the next few months would
be used to the best possible advantage.
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Mr. MAKATITA (Indonesia) said that, as was the ease with some other
delegates, he was under instructions to request that the Six delay ratification
until the Treaty had been submitted to a full examination by the CONTRACTING
PARTIES. He could agree, however, to the proposals of the Australian
delegation and would report to his Government that that seemed to be the most
feasible approach in the circumstances. His delegation shared the apprehen-
sions of the representative for India and feared that the creation of the
European Economic Community and subsequent productive activities within the
union which extended to the field of primary commodities would quite probably
seriously damage the interests of third countries, particularly primary
producing countries, and he pointed out that 20 per cent of Indonesia's export
trade was with the Six. Furthermore, Mr, Makatita reminded the Six that the
common market in Europe established by Napoleon had led to additional produc-
tion of beet sugar which had created problems that had not yet been solved.
In its examination of the Treaty his delegation had been confronted with much
detail and owing to the short time that had been available all its apprehem-
sions could not yet be brought up within the context of the GATT. However,
it would endeavour to do so and he expressed the hope that that could be done
under the procedures proposed by the Australian delegation. He hoped that
the memorandum to be prepared by the Interim Committee would deal with the
question of the tariff negotiations that would have to be held and that
contracting parties would have an opportunity to consider that question as
there were great interests involved.

Mr. AMARATUNGA(Ceylon) paid tribute to the Six on their achievement
in successfully concluding the Treaty instituting the European Economic
Community. While his Government realized the importance of the commonmarket
to Europe it believed it would be aprogressive stop only if its benefits would
result in an expansion of world trade. The contracting parties had recognized
the desirability of the formation of customs unions provided they conformed
with the provisions of the General Agreement. His Government, however, had not
yet had an opportunity to give the Treaty the full and exhaustive examination
it deserved. On the basis of a preliminary study, nevertheless, certain
apprehensions were entertained. The first of those was the scheme for the
abolition of internal tariffs and quotas which appeared to give the impression
that the possibility was ever present that the transitional period might
continue indefinitely, resulting in the formation of a new preferential area
rather than a customs union. Secondly, the common external tariff bad not
been fully scheduled and there seemed to be a possibility that its incidence
would be higher than that provided for in the General Agreement. Thirdly,
with respect to agriculture, there seemed to be a groat deal of uncertainty
regarding the final arrangements to be worked out by the institutions to be
established under the Treaty. In the interim period, however, it was clear
that quotas minimum prices and other devices would be adopted for the
protoction of agriculture. In particular, he drow attention to Annex II of
the Treaty which referred to Article 38 and in which tea was included as an
item for which protection was to be afforded. This, ho thought, was surprising
since none of the Six wore tea producers and production in any of their
overseas territories was insignificant. Finally, his delegation firmly
believed that the association of the overseas territories of the Six was
incompatible with the provisions of Article XXIV or the General Agreement.
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Mr. Amaratunga asserted that the aspects of the Treaty he had referred to
militated against the most fundamental requirements for the formation of
customs unions envisaged under article XXIV of the General Agreement in that
they tended to restrict trade between the Six and other contracting parties.
Ceylon was essentially a producer of primary commodities and dependent to
a very large extent on the export of those products for its existence and
economic developments. Any action restricting its trade, therefore, could
have serious economic consequences for his country and it must be remembered
furthermore that Ceylon's ability to import depended on the extent of its
export trade. His delegation had noted with satisfaction that the member
countries would respect previous international obligations and provide machinery
to resolve any problems that might arise. This policy of cooperation had been
exemplified in the manner Baron Snoy had clarified various points of the
Treaty and also in the assurances given by him that the by-word of the Treaty
was flexibility. His Government believed that both the GATT and the European
Economic Community could peacefully co-exist and whatever approaches were made
to the problems before the CONTRACTINGPARTIES should be in this spirit.
Further, with respect to the procedures to be adopted by the CONTRACTING
PARTIES in their examination of the Treaty, his delegation felt that the
discussion should take place as soon as possible under the provisions of
paragraph 7(a) of Article XXIV having due regard to the fact that a prolonged
period of study would be necessary.

In the circumstances, his delegation supported the Australian proposal
that there should be continued consultations between the CONTRACTINGPARTIES
and the Six, with the reservation that any recommendations made by the
CONTRACTINGPARTIES should not be prejudiced by the fact that they might
be made after the ratification of the Treaty. His delegation felt that the
regular GATT Session scheduled for October would be too late for an examina-
tion of the Treaty. He pointed out that one of the reasons urged for con-
sideration of the Treaty at the Twelfth Session was that Ministers would be
present and that the matter was of such importance to warrant discussion at
that level. On the contrary his delegation felt that if a special session
were convened the question would be of such importance as to justify the
attendance of Ministers. In the circumstances his delegation felt strongly
that the CONTRACTINGPARTIES should convene a special session before the
Twelfth Session to examine the Treaty.

Mr. STANDENAT (Austria) said that his Government was studying the Treaty
but at this stage was not in a position to give instructions concerning
Austraia's views. The following preliminary comments wore his onApproximately
70 per cent of Austria's foreign trade was carried on with the OEEC countries.
In view of this fact the issue before the Committee, forAustria as well as
for some other countries, was closely connected with another weighty issue,
namely the free-trade area that might associate other European countries
with the European Economic Community. As explained by Mr Cahan, the
discussions concerning the free-trade area were still in progress, and no
clear idea could yet be given of the outcome. Accordingly, of the two
elements that would determine the framework of European economic integration
only one was known and for countries which had extensive trade relations with
the OEECcountries it was impossible to adopt a final position on the proposal
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for a common market before the proceedings in Paris on the free-trade area
had made further progresses. Anyviews which his Government might hold on
the European Economic Community would require a painful re-examination if no
positive decision were taken with respect to the formation of a free-trade
area. Mr. Standenat did not think that European countries were leaning
towards greater protectionism and Baron Snoy had indicated that such would
not be the intention of the Comunity. The Treaty would offor the CONTRACTING
PARTIESall necessary guarantees and safeguards because tha Six remained
free to adopt liberal commercial policies vis-à-vis the outside world. For
her part,Austrieria would continue to collaborate in the expansion of world and
regional trade, for multilatoraltrade was, and would remain, the major pre-
occupation of any country in need of raw materials and markets for its
manufactured products, No contradiction could be seen between economic into-
gration and the objectives of the General Agreement, These considerations
on the substance of the issue determined his views an the procedures to be
followed.His delegation wished to avoid any disagreementconcerning the
procedures which the CONTRACTINGPARTIES were to adopt to examine the Treaty.
As Baron Snoy end other speakers had indicated, it seemed impossible to carr
out any useful substantive discussion on the Treaty in the near future an
consideration at the Twelfth Session would therefore be appropriate. Pending
final examination procedures should be adopted that would enable preparatory
work and preliminary consultations. If that period were put to use for
dispelling any misunderstanding there would be better hope to arrive at
conclusions at the Twelfth Session. Accordingly,he would support any
procedures which would take these considerations into account, and which
would be agreeable to the majority.

Mr. VALIADAO (Brazil) said he had followed the debate with great interest
and it seemed to him that all aspects of the problem had been presented to
the Committee, particularly by the delegate for Canada. Notwithstanding that,
however, he thought that the CONTRACTINGPARTIES should take into account the
regions of the world which would be affected by the implementation or the
Treaty. He referred to the discussions that had taken place at the Eleventh
Session where the position taken by the Brazilian delegation had been twofold
in that they had sympathised with the problems outlined by the speaker for
the Six and bad stated that they were inclined to take a favourable view of
the Treaty, while at the same time they had exercised a certain amount of
caution and that the extent and implications of the Treaty were not then
known. That position had not changed in that the Brazilian delegation still
believed that while the elaboration of the Treaty had given rise to some
difficulties of a political and economic nature, it was in conformity with
Article 56 of the United Nations Charter which provided for the promotion
of higher standards of living, full employment and increased real income.
These objectives were also contained in the preambleto the General agreement.
On those grounds, therefore, the Brazilian delegation could not oppose the
Treaty, There was another side to the question, however, and here his
delegation felt it must voice its concern with respect to the future applles-
tion of the Treaty. If it were true that the Six were to implement the Treaty
in accordance with the objectives of the United Nations Charter, then in
accordance with those same objectives they musttake into account the
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interests of other countries which perhaps might suffer in the same proportion
as the position of the Six would be ameliorated. This point was of particular
importance to Brazil.

Although his delegation had had little time for an adequate examination
of the Treaty it appeared that the contents were revolutionary, There wore
many aspects covered by the Treaty and it would take some time to deal with
all of them, but one in particular was of vital importanceto Brazil, namely
the association of the overseas territories with the common market, That;
he thought, could have ver serious consequences for Brazills external trade
and economic development, The nature of the products from the overseas
territories which would be absorbed at a higher rate by the common market were
such that Brazilian exports of items such as coffee, cocoa and bananas could
suffer to such an extent that the decreased earning of foreign exchange would
jeopardize the acceleration of the country's development. The provisions in
the Treaty in that context, therefore, were of vital concern to Brazil.

With respect to the procedures to be followed by the CONTRACTING PARTIES,
he said that the scope of the Treaty went far beyond that envisaged in
article XXIV of the GATT. He thought that the Treaty should perhaps be dealt
with wider the provisions of Article XXV, as was the European Coal and Steel
Community, rather than under those of article XXIV which did not go far enough
to cope with the problems involved,

Mr. Val,. 1.:,- thought that the proposal made by the Australian delegation
was construction and would permit governments a breathing space to examine
the Treaty and make up their minds in a more precise way, His Government
believed, however, that a special session of the CONTRACTING PARTIESshould
be convened to consider the. Treaty as soon as Iossible. Perhaps it would be
presumptuous to believe that the text of the Treaty could be modified butt
on the other hand, it had been pointed out to the Committee that the Council
of Ministers would have sufficient flexibility to adjust matters in such a way
as to satisfy not only the interests of member countries but also of third
countries. The Brazilian delegation expressed the hope that in fact that was
to be the case and that the Council would have sufficient wisdom to consider
matters in that light for, while it recognized the serious reasons leading up
to the formation of a European Economic Community, Brazil also had serious
problems with respect to the promotion of economic development, full employment
and increasing the standard of living of its people as referred to in both
the preamble to GATT and the United Nations Charter.

Mr. CAMEJO-ARGUDIN(Cuba) said that while not contending the legitimacy
of the shames concerning the institution of the common market, in Europe
and the formation of the fres-trade area, the Cuban delegation among other
delegations, had declared at the Eleventh Session that, those plans were of
Such importance that the CONTRACTING PARTIESwould be well advised to set up
a permanent consultations machinery with the countries involved and with the
organizations concerned, On that occasion, his delegation had underlined
that the formation of a customs union or from-trade area would have to take
place in accordance with a pre-established plan and within a reasonable period
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of time to avoid that an unsuccessful attempt might turninto a permannent
preferential system. Likewise, it had pointed out that any contracting party
deciding to enter into a customs union or to participate in the free-trade
area, had to notify the CONTRACTINGPARTIES promptly and make available to
them ouch information as would enable them to make. such reports and recommenda-
tionsto contracting parties as they might deem appropriate. although on that
occasion it would have been possible for his Government to insist that the Six
should communicate to the CONTRACTING PARTIES the draft of the Treaty before
signing it the Cuban delegation had, in a co-operative spirit, accepted the
assurances given by Mr. Forthomme in the name of the six governments tothe
effect that the countries would submit the text of the Treaty after its
signature but before its ratification, Unfortunately, in the last weeks the
facts had not responded to what the CONTRACTINGPARTIES were entiled to
expect. First, the special session that was to be hold in April had not
taken place, and for the time being no other date had evenbeen indicated.
Secondly, it appeared possible that the Six were no longer committed by
the declarations which they had made at the Eleventh Session, an could
proceed to the ratification of the Treaty without obtaining beforehand even
a preliminary opinion of the CONTRACTINGPARTIES.His Government was fully
prepared to approve the establishment of a custom union compatible with the
provisionsof the General Agreement, but thought that the Treaty must be
carefully studied by the CONTRACTINGPARTIES before its ratification or even
before its provisional entry into force, Consequently, the Cuban Government
was of the opinion that a special session should be convened at a date which
would suit the majorityof the contracting parties, but before the Twelfth
Session.;

Mr. PRIESTER(Dominican Republic) said that his delegation wished to
express its sincere congratulations to the six European powers which had the
vision and the strength to conceive the idea of the commonmarket and to carry
through to formalization in a signed Treaty. His delegation, as all the others
from latin America represented at the meeting, were fully in sympathy with the
basic aims and objectives of that move and sincerely and honestly wished the
Six full success in their undertaking to build up a customs union,

The economic benefits likely to flow from the common market had often
been telescoped in order to dramatize the gains which the European countries
expected to obtain from that really revolutionary move; they had been special
emphasizedin discussions with Latin-American countries in an effort to
convincethemthat the advantages which would accrue to them would by far
outweigh the disadvantage The Dominican Republic was also optimistic that
in the longrun the gains would be considerable, although it wasbelieved that
it was not at all obvious that an agglemerationof national markets, each with
its ownlanguage, customs and distribution methods would offer the same
opportunity for mass distribution as an homogeneousnational market of the
same size. Observation of the United States market. suggested that the man
consumer was a special type, qualitatively different from a mass of consumars,
This led his Government to the belief that the economies of scale expected to
be achieved by the commonmarket could be gained only slowly and over a
relatively longperiod of time.
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From that it could be argued that the adverse efforts of the commonmarketon the non-participating contracting parties would bie felt slowly andgradual
That might be true especially withregard to industrial goods but with respect
to agricultural products the situation might be different. Baron Snoy had
informed the Committee that in the agricultural field the common market aimed
at the creation of an organized market or, as Mr. Cahan of the OEEC expressed
it, a "managed" market. That meant that in the agricultural sector there would
be internal price supports, production quotas, marketing, schemesand
quantitative restrictions onimports.While everybody knew the reasons for
such a scheme and understood them fully it did not prevent his delegation from
being very much concerned about the possible effects on 'actual or potential
markets of the Dominican Republic in Western Europe. He thought that the
remarks made by the delegate from Indonesia regarding the development of the
sugar beet industry under the continental European scheme of Napoleoh had
nighlight what his delegation had in mind. He added that thee had already
been reports in the European press that the first claims had been presented
to obtain, via this organized agriculturalscheme a greater share in the
supply of some commodities to the common market at the expense of the normal
suppliers from overseas, As the Latin Amercian countries had a greatstake in
the supply of those commodities fears had been expressed that the proposals
for agriculture might unduly limit access to the Six for produce from outside
that area. The greatest anxiety which had boon created in Latin American
however, resulted from the introduction in the common market proposals of a new
preferential system, which linked thecolonies and possession of some of the
European powers with the common market by way of preferential tariffs to. all
six markets. In other words, the original idea of "Little Europe" had been
converted into "Eurafrica", creating another worldwide bloc of imperial
preferences as did the United Kingdom and the Commonwealth at Ottawa in. 1931
long before GATT was invented. With all due respect it was their opinion that
"the six European nations had put the clock back.

The new continental European preferences for tropical products would be
a painful handicap for all independent countries such as the Dominican Republic
which lived on the export of those commodities and bad tried so hard to build
up markets in continental Western Europe. These fears would certainly be
understood by reference to the margin of preferences foreseen in the Treaty:
80 per cent ad valoremfor sugar, 30 per cent for tobacco, 20 per cent for
bananas, 16 per cent for green coffee, 9 per cent for cocoabeansetc.
The oversees suppliers had been offered compensation in the form of tariff
quotas on a gliding scale, but a a scale which' only glided Those
built-in quantitative restrictions could hardly be considered is a fair
solution of the problem involved as far as the underdeveloped countries were
concerned. It seemed to his delegation that the new prefrential area as
envisaged in the Treaty was hardly consistent with the basic principleof
modern international economic policy as it was spelled out in the General
Agreement ad which was founded on multilateral trade based on non-discrimina-
tion,One of the main provisions of GATT was that the existing preferences
should be gradually reduced and no new preferences would be carted . The
delegation of the Dominican Republic fully agreed with the findingsofthe
United Nations Economic Survey of European, published in March 1957, which stated
that "these new developmentsrepresent a departure from the most-favoured-nation
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principle which most countries in Europe and elsewhere had adopted as their
guide when approaching their task of dismantling the restrictions accumulated
during the thirities and the war years. The new proposals amount to an open
abandonmentof the most-favoured-nation principle and the adoption of a

permanent preferential system by a very important group of trading countries."
As with the representatives for India his delegation challenged the assumption
of the six powers that the creation of the preferential area fell within the
scope of article XXIV of the General Agreement which dealt only with a customs
union of an orthodox character. Even If. article XXIV would apply, it remained
to be seen how that preferential area scheme could be compatible with the clear
stipulation of the Article "that the purpose of a customs union should be to
facilitate trade between the parties and not to raise barriers to the trade
of other contracting parties".

His delegation therefore looked at the Treaty with great apprehension
and found itself in a serious dilemna with regard to the procedure which GATT
should adopt towards those proposals, However, it wished to cooperate in
a constructive manner towards an adequate handling of the matter by the
CONTRACTING PARTIESwith the aim or finding a solution which would do justice
to both the aspirations of the Six and the legitimate interests or the countries
outside the common market. One school of thought was in favour of having a
full discussion of the Treaty after ratification and he asked whether at that
stage the Six would be in a position to. make those changes which the CONTRACTING
PARTIESmight deem necessary in order to make the Treaty conform with the rules
of GATT. That would depend entirely on whether or not the CONTRACTING PARTIES
could obtain some kind of guarantee that the Six would put their recommenda-
tion into effect. In the absence of such a guarantees however, his Government
was inclined to think that the thorough appraisal of the common market scheme
by the CONTRACTING PARTIES .should be made at a special session before ratifica-
tion of the Treaty. Naturally it was fully realized that political factors
might make that solution less attractive to the Six, but it should be considered
that similar political reasons on the side of the Latin American countries
made the postponement of the GATT appraisal until after ratification equally
less attractive.

Untillnow the Committee had only heard proposals to deal with the problem
of procedure from countries outside the common market, proposals such as
the Australian suggestion with the amendment proposed by the representative
for Canada which in the opinion of his delegation would be as fair as possible
to all concerned, Those proposals should pave the way for a solution which
was fair and equitable to both the interests of GATT and the Six. There was
no doubt that the idea of a common market was by itself a great achievement
but in the opinion of his delegation it was one of the most important-decisions
made during the post-war years in the field of international commercial policy.
The size of the undertaking by the Six was breathtaking. However, the
repreussions on world trade, changes of terms of trade, slowing up of the
process of economic.development in underdeveloped countries and especially
the repercussions on GATT with regard to the principle of multilateraltrade
on basis of non-discrimination and the renegotiation of direct and more
particularly indirect concessionwould be equally breathtaking. To proceed
with undue haste would not be in accordance with the magnitude of the problems
which had to be solved.
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Mr. GARCIAILDINI(Chile) said thattheCONTRACTINGPARTIES must find
a solution to the problem before them which would take into account the
interests of the Six and of the contracting parties which might be harmed by
the institution of the common market, Although it seemed that most members
of the Committee would have preferred to examine the Treaty before. its vatifica-
tion almost all delegates, for motives which they had only partly, explained,
were nonetheless prepared to accept to do so only after ithad been ratified.
In an address to the Congress the Chilean Minister for Foreign Affairs had
recognized that the establishment of a common market in iestems Europe had
become a necessity and might benefit the whole world, He had, however,
directed attention to the dangers involved in schemes for economic integra-
tion and declared that nothing could be more detrimental to the legitimate
interests of all countries concerned than a plan which would hamper the
expansion of international trade. The Minister had indicated that It was
certainly possible to carry out such schemes without injuring, or discriminating
against, the trade of non-member countries, in particular those of latin
America.

The Minister undoubtedly believed that the CONTRACTINGPARTIESwould
examine the Treaty at a special session before its ratification for
Mr. Oldini had informed him to that effect. Indeed, paragraph 7(a) of
Article XXIV provided that the CONTRACTING PARTIES will be promptly notified
of any decision by a contracting party to enter into a customs union, in
order to enable them to make, in due time, any appropriate reports and
recommendations. In the case of the European Community, for special reasons,
it would not wbe possible to make such recommendations in due time, It had
been pointed out that the Treaty provided great flexibility of application
and interpretation and bestowed wide powers upon the institutions which it
created so that any recommendation formulated after ratification could be
implemented. Mr. Oldini, however, believed that any recommendation to the
effect of modifying the substance of a ratified text might meet with legal.
objections on the part of the Parliaments that had adopted it. Therefore
as proposed by other representatives the special session should take place
before ratification,

Moreover, such a course was not incompatible with the procedure proposed
by the delegate for Australia which would, however, have to be modified,
Instead of convening the Intersessional Committee towards the end of July,
three weeks after receiving explanations in answer to the questions put to
the Interim Committee of the Common Market, the contracting parties themselves
should be convoked in special session to proceed to a fullexamination ofthe
Treaty. In addition, the Executive Secretary should be instructed to Prepare
an Informative study on the effects which the common market might have on the
trade of contracting parties, on tariff concessions obtained by each, contracting
party, as well as on the advantages which contracting parties were individually
deriving from theirparticipation in the General Agreement..

Mr. Oldini then passed on to an examination of Article 234 of the Treaty
reading as follows: "The rights and obligations resulting from conventions
concluded prior to the entry into force of the present Treaty, between oneor
more Member States and one or more outside States, shall. not be affectedby the
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provisions of the present Treaty." In his opinion this Article referred to
bilateral agreements entered into by one or several members of the Commmity
with one or more other countries and covered inter alia the advantages
obtained in the course of bilateraltariff negotiations. He thought that the
Article could cover tariff concessions and tariff quotes granted to Chilean
products such as nitrate, fruit, wool, grains, wine, etc. The General
Agreement, however, created rights and obligations that went beyond the direct
obligations as between individual countries, and these multilateral obligations
did not seem to be covered. Accordingly Mr. Oldini proposed that the
CONTRACTING PARTIES in agreement with the Six signatory governments of the
Treaty, should approve a declaration interpreting Article 234 whereby the
rights and obligations under the General Agreement would specifically be
reserved.. It would follow from such a declaration that the decisions by the
Institutions of the Community would have to conform with the provisions of
the. General Agreement. Such a declaration might possibly clear the objections
which his Government had in an examination of the Treaty after its ratifica-
tion, because it would offer sufficient safeguards for any future interpreta-
tion of the Treaty.

Mr.SOMMEREFEIT(Norway) said that although he had little to add to the
discussion he did not wish that the silence of his delegation be understood
as showing no interest in the Treaty or in the important role that GATThad to
play in that connexion. His Government was at present interested in the
discussions taking place in Paris concerning the free-trade area and in that
respect he would, like to, underline the fact that in considering membership
of the free-trade area his Government did not seek the shelter of protective
tariff. walls. On the contrary it was the overriding aim of his Government to
promote the. objectives of increasing the world, division of labour and reducing
barriers to trade, That policy had already been emphasized by Norway's active
participation in the GATT and would be further emphasized in the future when
the GATT assumed a"watchdog" role over the European Economic Commuity.
With respect to the procedures to be followed by the CONTRACTING PARTIEShis
delegation agreed with the proposals' made, by the Australian delegation.

Mr. BUTTERWORTH (Ghana) said that Ghana had very recently become an
independent Stateand had not yet had time to decide about joining the GATT,
This subject was, however, under active consideration. Meanwhilep he wished
to draw the attentionn of contracting parties to the fact that Ghana hada
substantial interest in the Roms Treaty provisions arising from her extensive
trade in certain, commodities and his Government was alarmed at the possible
effect that someof the provisions might have on Ghana's external trade. If
hisGovernment should decide to join the GATT it would no doubt send a
representative to subsequent sessions to take part in the general examination
by contracting parties of the provisions of the Treaty.

Mr.FORTHOMME(Belgium) said that his delegation was in accordwith
the proposal by. the Australian delegationn which was practical and would
permit an adequate: opportunity for the gathering of information and documenta-
tion. However, his delegation thought that the Australian proposal would
require some revision, and therefore he proposed that a drafting group be
established to prepare a finaltext for the consideration of the Committee.
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Baron SNOY (Charimanof the Interim Committee for the common Market and
3W ) said that the exchange of views which had take place had permitted

a better and more concreteunderstanding of the preoccupations which contracting
parties entertained in respect of the Treaty instituting the European Economic
Community. He hoped that the apprehensions that had been voiced could be
allayed and that the results which the institution of a European Economic
Community would bring about., would appear more clearly. By permitting a
discussion of the Treaty the. Committee had usefully contributed to a better
understanding of the legitimate interests of all contracting parties.

Numerous remarks had been made and it did not seem appropriate at this
stage to make observations on points of substance. However, in several oases
it seemed possible to relieve some concern at once. Several contracting
parties had expressed doubts on the length of the transitional period and
feared that the Six would not be in a position to complete the formation of
the common market within the envisaged time period. The very formal and
precise commitments undertaken by each member country of the Commity towards
the other participants must dispel this fear. Indeed, the Treaty would never
have been signed if no absolute guarantee had been given of a maximum transi-
tional period of fifteen years. Baron Snoy said that he had been somewhat

sAd by the interpretation of article 234 of the Treaty given by the
delegate for Chile and made clear that it had never been the intention of the
drafters of the Treaty to limit .the scope of this Article solely to bilateral
undertakings. The Article in fact applied to all existing commitments1' whether
bilateral or multilateral and therefore also to the obligations under the
General Agreement. In addition, it was worth nothing that even if this
stipulation bad not specifically been inserted in the Treaty, it would have
made no difference for one of the basic principles of international law
impliedthat no one could ignore the commitments which he had undertaken,
As to the effects which the institution of the commonmarket might have on
the interests of third countries, only a product-by-produot analysis could
give the necessary information. Such a study could very well be undertaken
later on

The procedure for consideration of the Treaty by the CONTRACTIN G PARTIES
should strictly abide by the rules set forth in ArticleXXIVwheh provided
that"..any contracting party deciding to enter into a customsunion.....
shall promptly notify the CONTRACTING PARTIESand hall make available to them
such information regarding the proposed union as will enable them to make such
reports and recommendations to contracting parties as they may deem appropriate".
The sincere desire of the Six to adhere to these rules should give the
CONTRACTING PARTIES all desirable guarantees. Moreover there was no provision
in the General Agreements under any interpretation, whereby the examination
procedure by the CONTRACTING PARTIES should be considered as requiring the
Parliamentaryratification procedures of the Treaty to be held up and the
Six had never committed themselves to such a postponement.

Many contractiong parties had stressed the importance they attached to
economic integration in Europe. Considering the importance which the
Parliaments of the Six also attached to the Treaty it was impossiblefor their
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Governments to delay the parliamentary procedure concerning the signed
instrument, Some delegations had expressed a wish to obtain assurances to the
effect that the Treaty would be modified if some of its provisions were found
to be in conflict with the General Agreement, It did not appear to be
reasonable to request such commitment as it was necessary first to know what
recommendations the CONTRACTINGPARTIESmightmake and, to what extent they
could be implemented. It was not possible to state in advance whether such
recommendations would be such as to lead to a revision of the Treaty or whether
other measures could be found to solve the difficulties. However, the.firm
assurance could be given that along as the Six would remain contracting
parties to the General Agreement they would scrupulously observe their
obligations under this Agreement.

In conclusion, Baron Snoy said that the proposal by the delegate for
Australia seemed judicious and therefore likely to dispel any apprehensions
and permit the attainment of a better understanding. A delegate had under-
lined that an act offath was requested of the CONTRACTING PARTIES.The
governments of the Six,on their part, had full and entire confidence in the
manner in Which the other contracting parties complied with their obligations
under the General Agreement and they expected from them the same attitude
towards the Six, Baron Snoy added that the procedure that had been suggested
was certainly the beat method to provide for a debate likely to promote the
common objectives of the GATT and of the European Economic Community,

The CHAIRMAN then proposed that a drafting group be set up composed of
representatives of Australias Brazil, France and India to consider the
Australian procedural proposal in the light of the discussion and report to
the Committee.

The Committee agreed to that procedure.

At a subsequent meeting the CHAIRMANinvited the Committee to consider
the proposals prepared by the drafting group. (Spec/45/57)

Mr. PHILLIPS (Australia)(Chairman of the drafting group) said that some
delegations of distaint countries had found the original time-table rather
tight and the drafting group had therefore modified the dates. It was now
proposed that a small working group should be appointed to concolidate the
questions submitted by contracting parties, A number of delegations had
spoken of the possibility of considering the Treaty at a special session of
the CONTRACTINGPARTIES,and the proposed text took that possibility into
account,'

Mr. KAWASAKI (Japan) said that he had noted that his Governments concern
was shared by other countries, Although his delegation had not been entirely
reassured by the explanations and assurance given,he consideredthe compromise
proposal of the drafting group very practical and would support it. He hoped
that any action that might be taken by the Six either individually or
collectively, would in' no way prejudice the rights of any contracting party
or of the CONTRACTING PARTIES.
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Mr. GARCL OLDINI (Chile) askedd if due account had been taken of his
suggestion that an interpretative text to Article 234. of the Treaty should be
provided to include a reference to GATT and to ensure that the CONTRACTING
PARTIES'recommendations would have the same value as if they were made before
ratification.

The CHAIRMANsaid that that point was covered by Baron Snoy's statement,

The Intersessional Committeeaprovedthe following text:

The Intersessional Committee, recalling the action taken by the
CONTRACTING PARTIESatthe Eleventh Session concerning the plans of the Governments
of Belgium, Luxemburg, Netherlands, France Germany and Italy for forming
a comon market, having discussed procedures of theconsideration by the
CONTRACTING PARTIES of the Treaty - thetextofwhich was officially transmitted
to them on 18 April 1957 - and, believing that further preparatory work is
necessary to facilitateeffective examination of the Treaty by the CONTRACTING
PARTIES under the relevant provision of the General Agreement, agreed on the
following procedures:

1. At the end of the Intersessional Commitee's meeting the Executive
Secretary shall transmit to all contracting parties the summary
records of the Committee's proceedings on the Treaty together with
any documentation that may be received from the Interim Committee
for the Common Market, At the same time he shall invite contracting
parties to submit questions not later than 31 may 1957 concerning
the provisions of the Treaty and Its implementation.

2. . small Working Group of the contracting parties to be appointed
by the Chairman shall meet immediately after the, end of May to
prepare a consolidated list of questions for transmission to the
Interim Committe. The Execucive Secretary shall then forward the
list to the Interim Committee and shall enter into such consulta-
tions as may be necessary to assist theCommttees.

3. The Interim Committee shall be requested to supply explanations-
in answer to the questions to the Executive Secretary not later
than 15 July.1957. These will be conveyed by the Executive
Secretary to the contracting parties. The Intersessional Committee
shall be convened in the latter half of Augustfor such further
examination ofthe Treaty as may be necessary, and to recommend
the subsequent procedure to be adopted for consideration of the
Treaty by the CONTRACTING PARTIES either at a Special Session orat
the latest at the Twelfth Session.


